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Preceding the International Conference,
there was a government reception
given by ivlr_ Maurice Foley, l\/l.P.,
Under Secretary of State for Common~
wealth and Foreign Affairs, at Lancaster

House, London. This picture shows Mr
and Mrs. Foley (left) greeting Group
Captain Cheshire and his wife, Sue
Ryderi Photo: Crown Copyright Reserved
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The Cheshire Homes care for the incurably sick or permanently disabled—those
for whom hospitals can do nothing
further. They are run as homes, and offer
the affection and freedom of ordinary
family life, the residents being encouraged to take whatever part they can in
the day-to-day running of the house.
Disabled people are admitted according
to need, irrespective of race, creed or
social status. The average number of
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residents when the Homes are completely established is 30.
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A Foundation Feature
by our Chairman,
Lord Justice Edmund Davies

The first week of July 1969 will
always be memorable for me as
the one in which I was privileged
both to attend the lnvestiture at
Caernarvon of the Prince of
Wales, and to act as Chairman
of the exhilarating Cheshire Homes

International Conference, held to
mark our 21st Anniversary. The
lnvestiture has been covered by

television and the press throughout
the world and was British
pageantry at its dignified best.

The main reason for holding the International Conference was to forge a link
between the 17 Foundations spread over many parts of the world.
From our first get-together at the Lancaster House reception held on the eve
of the Conference itself, with the Government handsomely acting as hosts, it

became obvious that we had many links with one another. The Cheshire Smile
headed the list. We had insularly considered it as the organ of the U.K. Foundation
which happens to contain some news of Overseas Homes, but clearly it has
become a far stronger link than that. Our two days' discussions revealed that most
of our problems are very similar, whether we are working for adults, handicapped,
crippled children, or towards mental rehabilitation, When a suggestion was made
of co-operating with other organisations in the rehabilitation field and in relation
to day-care centres, Mrs. Gwynneth Ross explained how at Nicholas House,
London, they take advantage of facilities for ex-mental patients provided by the
Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association.
From our very first session it became clear that although the delegates had come
from twenty—four different countries all were working for the same purpose, and
to reach a conclusion on our basic aims and principles presented no great problem.
Nevertheless, I consider that our conclusions could not have been reached by
correspondence, because it is only by hearing what is said in open discussion
that one can gauge the general feelings of a large number of people. And what
a great deal we learnt from one another, both in and outside the lecture hall! The
contributions of the residents who attended were particularly pertinent and forceful
and were very warmly received.
A summary of the discussions will be included in the next issue of the ‘Smile', but
I hope all delegates have taken back to their respective Homes a wealth of tales
heard and experiences gained over the four unforgettable days, which were made
possible only by the devoted labours of so many. They will remain for me a
golden memory.
During the past three months we have been continuing discussion on the questions
of vacancies and applications which were raised at the Annual Conference in
November 1968. There now seems to be no general problem regarding vacant
beds, it being a purely local or regional issue. But the unifying of applications
seems a much bigger task. A recent survey shows Homes still with long waiting-lists
of suitable applications and a large number of applications from heavy cases
which cannot be accommodated. So there unhappily persists a great need which

we are not yet meeting.

Sir Edmund Davies
Photo: Sunday Times

Group Captain Cheshire has made a number of radio broadcasts in recent months
on the Schools Programme, on Women's Hour, and on The World This Weekend.
His inimitable broadcasts always produce a flood of letters at Market Mews,
seeking information about the Homes. You probably get the same sort of thing,

and wonder why you are not warned beforehand that a broadcast is imminent.
Well, the truth is that we very often don't know ourselves, but when we do,
a slip is circulated among the Homes.

Don't forget to stir up all the local interest you can about the Group Captain's
Week's Good Cause Appeal on Radio 4 (National except Scotland) at 7.50 on
Sunday, September 14th.
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“International Conference
Conference Impressions by PED
The Cheshire Foundation International Conference, 1969, was
held on 4th—5th July at the Imperial
College of Science and Technology,
South Kensington, London. There
were about 230 people attending,
of whom some 90 came from 24
countries overseas. Included were
12 residents in wheelchairs from
UK. Cheshire Homes.

The first International Conference of Cheshire Foundations, marking
the

21st anniversary of the movement, began among the carved and gilded splendours
of Lancaster House, where Mr. Maurice Foley M.P., Under-Secretary
of State

for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, and Mrs. Foley, gave a reception for
the delegates on the Thursday evening. The delegates, some 230 of them, arrived
in what looked like a substantial part of British European Airways coach ﬂeet,
and some in ambulances from the English Homes. (Full marks to Lancaster
House for having portable wooden ramps ready to fit over the entrance steps.)
This is the first time residents from the Homes have attended a Conference.
It was a mixed and colourful gathering. A delegate from Tangier wearing a fez:

The Conference was preceded by a
Government reception at Lancaster
House, at which Mr. Maurice Foley,

r‘mnm’

M.P., Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs, was the
host. In the evening of the second
day, the delegates were invited to
dinner at the House of Commons by
Mr. Airey Neave, M.P., who is
President of the new Cheshire
Home project at Abingdon, North
Berkshire. The whole occasion was
rounded off by the delegates being
invited down to Le Court on the
Sunday for the Open Day held in
their honour.
A formal Report of the proceedings
at the Conference will, it is hoped,
be appearing in our December
number.

Indian ladies in saris and a magnificent headdress worn by a lady from West

Africa. There were delegates from Yugoslavia, from Spain and Chile and the
Philippines where the Cheshire Foundations are young, old friends like Lord and
Lady Denning and Margot Mason Gibb. Everybody seemed to want to talk to as
many people as possible—the Conference custom of wearing a label with one's

names and description has much to recommend it and could be adopted for
other social occasions. Delegates from countries one had believed to be hot were
actually commenting on the heat! Lancaster House has one of those London
gardens, smooth green turf and the traffic decently concealed behind the trees,
which are made solely for the rare warm evening in July. The reception ended,
the ambulances left and the B.E.A. coaches bore off the overseas delegates to
dinner at the Festival Hall, the G.C. following with someone’s forgotten wheelchair

on his roofrack and the chair’s owner in hot pursuit.
Friday and Saturday were given to the Conference proper. This was held in the
physics lecture room at the Imperial College of Science and Technology (back of

the Albert Hall). Air conditioning and artificial lighting saved us from pining
for the sunshine outside. In Wales, according
Chairman of the Conference, when they want
they call it for three and know it will start at
this wasn’t a slander on his compatriots, the

to Lord Justice Edmund Davies,
a meeting to begin at four o'clock
five. By Welsh standards then, if
Conference began punctually, only

20 minutes late—and the delegates atoned for lateness by going without morning
coffee.
The Editor has promised a full account of the proceedings in the December
Cheshire Smile: what follows is a condensed account based mainly on personal

recollections.
After opening addresses by the Group Captain’s father, Dr. G. C. Cheshire, and
Sir Edmund, the Group Captain introduced the first topic—What are the aims and

principles essential to the Foundation? Should an attempt be made to set these
out in a Charter?
During the discussion it became clear that, while the work of various national
Foundations had grown out of various areas of specific need—e.g. in the U.K.,
severely disabled adults and discharged mental patients, in West Africa, disabled
children—yet the idea of ’home' was common to them all. Several delegates spoke
about rehabilitation. The notion of attaching day centres to UK. homes was

brought up. Mr. Marking (U.K. Trustee) asked whether, in some countries,
outpatients' clinics might make better use of limited resources. But the majority
of speakers plainly felt that making a ‘home’ was the primary objective: other

activities, however desirable, must be secondary. A speaker from the West
Indies told how their home had grown out of a rehabilitation centre, and Dr.

Irene Green (Norwich) in a forceful speech said that many young disabled adults
were still existing in geriatric wards in the UK.
Here, one might anticipate a later contribution from Dr. Margaret Agerholm.
’Rehabilitation', she said, orginally meant the restoration of knightly honours to
a knight who had been dis-knighted. Nowadays in a medical sense, it meant
the restoration, as far as might be, of bodily functions, and in a mental or
spiritual sense, restoration to the status and dignity of being a person. The
first was properly the business of doctors: the second took place in any
home worthy of the name.

Everybody appeared to agree with this, though also agreeing that in areas where
medical facilities were lacking, homes, particularly children's homes, might have to
provide them—a decision that must be made by local people and based on
local knowledge.
A paragraph in the memorandum submitted by the Singapore delegation was

adopted as best expressing the aim of the Foundation. (See "Towards 6 Definition"
below). What might be termed the method for bringing this into being was
supplied by Mr. T. H. Peace (U.K. Trustee)——'Maximum of encouragement and
minimum of interference.‘

After lunch in the College's Hall of Residence (the Ampthill minibus ran a shuttle
service there and back), the Conference, under the Chairmanship of General
Virendra Singh, tackled Topic 2, ”The Foundation as an International Entity, and
the link between its different parts." This was divided into four parts. Should
periodic International Conferences be held? Suggestions varied from once every
three years to once every ten years. Should an International Board of Trustees be
established? Should an International Secretariat be established? An Indian delegate
pointed out that the Overseas Office at 5 Market Mews was ﬁnanced by the UK
Foundation, but if a more elaborate International Secretariat were to be set up

then other Foundations must contribute. It became obvious that no one wished to
set up an 'apparat'; everyone wanted to keep the 'amateur' element, and avoid
heavy administrative expenses.
It also became clear how much the movement depends on personal relations.
Delegate after delegate spoke of the help and encouragement brought by visits
from G.C. and Margot Mason Gibb. Fears, premature one hoped, were voiced for

the time when GC would no longer be able to visit homes as he had done in the
past. A successor? But inspired leaders are not chosen by Conferences. They either

happen, or don't happen.
It was decided that the next International Conference should be called only when
necessary. Such Conferences are expensive. The Overseas Ofﬁce should continue
as at present. More use should be made of Cheshire Smile as a vehicle for
exchanging information between homes in different countries.
Three-fourths of Topic 2 now being dealt with, the session ended with the showing

of two colour films—”A Small Child Singing", dealing with the homes in West
Africa, and “Let me live" reconstructing the beginnings of the second Cheshire
Home, St. Teresa's, in Cornwall. For those who have not yet seen them, both are
well—worth seeing.
Saturday morning's session, chaired by Sir Adetokunbo Ademola, Federal Chief
Justice of Nigeria, dealt with the possible role of the Mission for the Relief

of Suffering—the name might be changed, said GO, if anyone could think of a
better one. Mrs. Sue Ryder Cheshire introduced the subject, but in the subsequent

debate some delegates seemed confused, perhaps because they knew less about
the Mission than about the Foundation, and some seemed to scent a merger
if not a takeover bid. Maybe we should all have read the note on the Mission at

the back of the ‘Smile' before going to the Conference. In India, the Foundation
and the Mission have co-operated in joint projects, so their delegates were better

informed and spoke warmly in favour of the link. Under the umbrella of the
Mission the Foundation might be able to co-operate with other organisations in

starting those out-patient clinics, day centres, industrial re—training
units and other
desirable things which, because they did not involve a 'home' were
not directly
the business of the Cheshire Foundation.

An International Conference must deal to a great extent in general aims and
aspirations. lt fell to a resident, Miss Barbara Beasley of Le Court, to
point out that

the ideals are not always attained in practice. There were Homes in the UK where
a lot of people sat about passively, Homes that failed to use the equipment

available from public resources, Homes which failed to reach the standards of
the best local authority homes. It was a courageous speech, yet delivered
in a

manner which can have offended no-one.
The formal business was practically ended, but useful exchanges could still take
place over cups of tea. Thus we learned that one overseas delegation were on

the look-out for second-hand wheelchairs—shipping was no problem and with low
labour costs in their homeland even damaged wheelchairs could be repaired
economically. I regard second-hand wheelchairs with only slightly less disfavour
than second—hand clothes, but I also know from past experience that a second-hand
wheelchair is much better than none. It was salutary to realise that discarded
crutches, calipers and other debris of the Welfare State might be useful to someone
in a country where these necessities are not supplied free. Even a lame committee
member from overseas had given up her motor tricycle because as a pensioner,
she found it too expensive to run.

A tour of the Houses of Parliament had been arranged for delegates with aboveaverage stamina, and these must have been glad when the Conference concluded
its business a little earlier than expected. I suppose anyone making a first visit

to the two Chambers, the Commons and the Lords, feeling right at the hub of
the political life of the country, and rather overwhelmed by history and tradition,
inevitably finds it a memorable experience. The tour was followed by dinner
in the House of Commons dining room, overlooking the Thames, hung with
portraits of bygone politicians, and panelled with carvings of turnips, wheat and
dead pheasants. We had an excellent meal (what do Members keep complaining
to the Catering Sub-Committee about?), enjoyable company and the speeches were

commendably brief. Caught unprepared, the Chief Justice of Ceylon produced
one rather good story (Lawyers always seem gifted as after-dinner speakers) and

Mrs. Rosa Barriolhet of Santiago challenged any other delegate to surpass her
incredible record of thirty-two grandchildren. None could. As Mrs. Barriolhet said,

after a family the size of hers, catering for a Cheshire Home is easy. Finally

l—mhm,

everyone, fairly tunefully, sang “For He's a Jolly Good Fellow” to the hero of the
evening, the Group Captain.
One (sober) delegate tipped his wheelchair over backwards in New Palace Yard,
which is paved with damnably hard ashphalt. Errors and omissions in this piece

may be charitably ascribed to. concussion.
On Sunday, two coach-loads of delegates visited Le Court and it rained. When

the sun shines, the view from Le Court must be splendid. Everyone was most
hospitably entertained in a marquee on the lawn below the house and then heard
three short but each highly imformative talks by Sir John Weston, Warden of

Le Court, David Martin, Chairman of the Residents' Welfare Committee and
Miss Croisdale, Administrator of the Cheshire Foundation Service Corps.
Afterwards, groups of delegates were taken round Le Court by the residents who

surely deserve a mention for being so tolerant with the invasion. There is rather
a lot of Le Court to see, the home proper, workshop, kitchen, chapels, the new

'heavy nursing’ wing with its hoist and respirators and the Service Corps Training
School complete with (plastic) skeleton. To think of all the marvellous ways
they're using plastic nowadays.
The coaches left in a still-continuing downpour and the Conference was ended,

but many overseas delegates were going on to visit various UK homes and most
homes will have met some of them by now. For those of us privileged to attend,
the Conference had been an illuminating experience.

Towards a Definition
Many times during the three days of the Conference reference was made to a

passage in a Memorandum prepared by the Singapore Committee, It was remarked,
again and again, that this passage expressed the most admirable definition of a
Cheshire Home ever formulated, and should be inscribed in any future Charter or
Constitution of the Cheshire Foundation. Whatever happens, it looks as though
this particular definition will form the basis for future discussions.
The passage reads as follows:
'As we see it, a Cheshire Home should be a place of shelter physically and of
encouragement spiritually; a place in which the residents can acquire a sense of

belonging, and of ownership, by contributing in any way within their capabilities
to its functioning and development; a place to share with others and from which
to help others less fortunate; a place in which to gain confidence and develop
independence and interests; a place of hopeful endeavour and not of passive

disinterest’.

CPCISOILaIia
by the Roving Reporter

Mrs. Rosa Barroilhet, representing the Home in San Diego, Chile, endeared
herself to everyone at the Conference, even before Wilfrid Russell told us at
the House of Commons dinner about her 31-} grandchildren! Just before 'she left
her own country she had managed to persuade a friend to make a five minute
8 mm film to show at the Conference. But the Imperial College of Science and
Technology could not cope with a home movie. A few days later, however,
she was able to show the G.C. and the staff at Market Mews the delightful
house, and to tell us about each of the residents as they made their appearance
on the screen.

Some of the interesting people
who came to London for the
International Conference.

Ato Desta Girma, from Addis
finds a reluctant giver for his
always "just happens" to end
the children, he is assured of

Ababa, told me over lunch at Le Court how, if he
cause, he suggests a drive out of town—a drive that
up at the Cheshire Home. When they have seen
a contribution. I've heard of others in this‘country

who have the same habit.
Paul Driver, one of the residents’ representatives from the Cheshire Home at
Dulwich, may have seemed to many people a radio fiend. Each day at lunch
he had his transistor on because he knew the Group Captain had recorded an item
for "The World at One", It was eventually broadcast on the Sunday after
the 1 pm. News. Paul didn't miss it as he had his radio with him at Le Court.

Always, in our hours of need, someone seems to turn up to satisfy the
need. Lucy Jonckheers, from North Carolina, at present living in London,
had some spare time for about a month before the Conference, just when
we at Market Mews were desperate for help in producing all the paperwork
for the 230 delegates. David Vicary, a third year medical student, was given the task
of transport organiser for the Conference, and finished up being general factotum
as well.

It is no secret that dear G.C. leaves a trail of his belongings wherever he goes.
After the Lancaster House reception, he found a wheelchair and took it away in
his car, much to the amusement of us all and the relief of the owner of the

wheelchair.
Miss Nichols (Nicky) one of our voluntary helpers at Market Mews, who works
at London Airport, met various overseas delegates for us on their arrival and put
them on the airline bus for the terminal. She was all prepared to give her usual
greeting and help to Puan Sri Sardon, chairman of the Kuala Lumpur Committee,

but was told by a very overwhelmed B.O_A.C. ofﬁcial that her charge was in the
VIP lounge with entourage and His Excellency the High Commissioner for Malaysia,
7

and that diplomatic limousines were awaiting to take them into town. Nicky was
shown to the VIP lounge, but quite forgot what message she had for Puan Sri
Sardon when they met.

%
Captain and Mrs. Harold were busy collecting things made by residents in the
overseas Homes to display in the showcase they maintain at Cann House,
Plymouth.

m
Sister Maria Baerto bro
ht with her many colourful things made at the Home in
Quezon City, Philippines.

M
One of the Indian delegates to the Conference, speaking of the work of the Indian
Foundation, told us how one six-year-old crippled child was rescued from living
in the local prison, her only shelter with its very undesirable influences, and taken

into a Cheshire Home to start a real life.

People at the Conference
1 Lord Justice Edmund Davies,
Chairman, welcomes delegates to the
Conference. On the right is Group
Captain Cheshire, and on the left sits
his father, Dr. G. C. Cheshire.
2 Mr. H. M. Collymore, F.H.C.S. (left),
Chairman of the Trinidad and Tobago
Committee, talking to Mr. Wilfrid
Russell, Vice-Chairman of the U.K.
Cheshire Foundation.
3 Miss Phyllis Trow (Trottie), second

g

from right, in her room at Le Court,
chatting with, left to right, Miss Carmel
Short {Secretary of U.K. Cheshire
Foundation), Miss Josephine Collins (of

Melbourne, Australia) and Fr. Francis
Collins.
4 Left to right: Mr. Peter Nyakiomo of
Kenya, Dr. A. Ore/ana of the Philippines,
and Are Desta Girma of Ethiopia,
discuss aspects of their work.
5 Pat Collison of Le Court talking to,
left to right, Mr. K. V. Pai of Mange/ore,
Mrs. Nicholson of Saskatchewan, and
Dr. and Mrs. Nyak from India.
Photos: Crown Copyright Reserved.
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Here are some 21st Anniversary
greetings from other organisations
received too late to be included
in our Special June issue.

E

British Council for Rehabilitation

From: Commander Ian R. Henderson, Secretary-General

of the Disabled

The B.C.R.D. send greetings to the Cheshire Foundation on the achievement of its
21$t anniversary. Coming of age is always a great occasion. However, in this
case, maturity was evident right from the start.

We would like to congratulate you on the great and beneﬁcial work done on
behalf of those of our less fortunate fellow men, not only in this country but in
other lands. We wish for your continued success, and although we would all like
to see the need for our work diminishing, the frailties of mankind call for ever
increasing intensification of the dedication so characteristic of your Foundation.

British Legion

From: D. E. Coffer, General Secretary.
The British Legion has watched with admiration the growth of the Cheshire
Foundation Homes and wishes them every success and continued expansion in
the future. The need is very great indeed for such places where the handicapped

4

and the sick may ﬁnd security and attention to their needs, while being given
every opportunity to give expression to their own personalities in useful pursuits.

rag-u...)

i

Disablement Income Group

It has always been the policy of the British Legion that in caring for disabled
people the provision of facilities for the useful exercise of their minds and their
hands is equally as important as providing for their subsistence. That the

-

Cheshire Homes are doing this is shown by the happy atmosphere which exists
in each one of them.

1

From: Mrs. Megan Du Boisson, Co-Founder and Hon. Director.
In 1969, the Cheshire Foundation is 21 years old and DIG is four. This message

of greetings and congratulations to the Foundation is also one of warmest thanks.
At DIG’s beginning I telephoned Group Captain Leonard Cheshire, VC, and asked

Prnhm,

for his support. This was promptly given, with a true appreciation of our aim of

improving the economic and social condition of the long-term sick and severely
disabled. We were much encouraged.

A little later I was invited by Frank Spath. Barbara Beasley and Paul Hunt to talk
with them at Le Court. This was a chastening, challenging and heartening time for
me. Their combined experience of severe disability put to a formidable practical test
the then-theories of BIG, and their intellectual vigour gave our philosophy 3 strong
shot of urgency.
They were the first DlG members from the Cheshire Foundation Homes. Now we
have many and the latest we have welcomed from Hydon Heath, the most recent
recruit to the Homes in England.

The independence of thought, which characterises Cheshire Foundation Homes, and
which is demonstrated quarterly in The Cheshire Smile, is one of the qualities in its
members most cherished by DIG. For too long severely disabled people have had

to be on the receiving end. The Cheshire Foundation helped us to see that real help
I

is help which enables the person receiving it also to give.

With more than a little help from our friends, DlG's proposals are receiving National
and Ministerial recognition. From the maturity and experience of the Foundation

we in our vigorous infancy draw strength. I hope when DlG is twenty-one that we

i

can show results as far-reaching and Significant as those of the Cheshire Foundation
today.

The above message was written by Megan Du Boisson only a week or two before
her tragic death. A tribute to her appears on page 15.

Dr. G. C. Cheshire

In our special 275t Anniversary issue last June, we published an excellent note by
Dr. G. C. Cheshire, father of the Group Captain, in which he offered his reflections
on the past 27 years. We were distressed to find, after the magazine had been
run off the Press, that the two final paragraphs of Dr. Cheshire's article had been
omitted. It was due to an unfortunate series of oversights, and we have offered
our profound apologies to the author. We append below the passage that was
left out at the end of the article.
Financial anxieties—great efforts
The raising of funds is, of course, an evenpresent anxiety. Means must be found for
making both ends meet, since despite the weekly contributions made by local
authorities and the Regional Hospital Boards, supplemented by the proﬁts of the
annual fete, there is in most cases a deficit at the end of the year of something in the
region of £2,000. But again another form of voluntary help has come to the rescue.
The support groups that have been formed in different parts of the country where a
home is situated have shown astonishing ingenuity and persistence in devising
means by which the generosity of the neighbourhood may be stimulated. Their
success has been phenomenal, but let it never be forgotten that it is won only at the
cost of much hard slogging and much loss of leisure.
Nothing is certain in this turbulent world, but with so much good behind it, we
can be reasonably confident that when the Foundation celebrates its fiftieth birthday
it will have permanently established itself as one of the outstanding features of the
English way of life.

Dr. G. C. Cheshire: They (the Cheshire Homes) are now a sturdy, vibrant tribe.

Quotes from the
Conference

Lord Justice Edmund Davies: (The Group Captain) thought of disabled people
in a new way, as contributors to society.
Mr. T. H, Pearce: The function of the Foundation should be one of maximum
encouragement with minimum interference.
A resident: If a resident is able to leave a Cheshire Home and support himself,
this should be regarded as a success.

Another resident: I prefer the word re-enablement (instead of rehabilitation).
Reproduced from the
Cheshire Foundation Newsletter

Dr. Margaret Agerholm: From being nobody in a ward to being somebody in a
Cheshire Home, this is the change from being a patient to being a person.
Sir Edmund Davies (in summing up) said he would not be like the learned judge
who took a day and a half to sum up and on the way home asked his clerk what
he thought of the summing up, whereupon the clerk replied, 'My Lord, it was
divine. Like the peace of God it surpassed all understanding and like his mercy

it endured for ever.’

al
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Service Corps—New Developments
The Service Corps Committee has spent over two years working out a training
programme for people with no previous nursing experience. All comments from
Homes encourage us to think we are working along the right lines.
For a nursing auxiliary taking the course, when the first 17 weeks are over, pay
exceeds the Whitley Council scale. On completion of the 18-months training,
pay is the same as the Whitley Council scale for an S.E.N. And superannuation
is available. All this, we believe, demonstrates our conviction that a responsible
job requires a realistic salary.
We hope that people with no recognised nursing training, but who have spent
some time working in Cheshire Homes, will wish to join the Service Corps. A
course has been developed for those who have thus worked for at least two

years in a Cheshire Home or Homes. Each applicant must be recommended by a
Home, and will be invited to come to Le Court for an interview with Miss
Croisdale, the Administrator of the Corps, and for a short written examination.

Successful applicants will do the first four months of the ordinary training, at the
same salary as the other trainees. On completion of that four months, they will
omit the eight months practical experience period, and pass straight on to four
months of the ordinary six months pool period, during which time they will serve
in various Homes in this country according to need. They will then return to Le

Court for a week of talks, discussions and final exams. Successful students will
therefore spend eight months instead of the normal 18 months in training, and
will then become full members of the Service Corps.
We have also considered the position of S.R.Ns and S.E.N.s. We know that

the most successful nurses working with the Cheshire Foundation recognise that a
normal hospital training does not equip them to deal with many of the situations
arising in the freer and more democratic atmosphere to be found in so many
Cheshire Homes. We have therefore planned a very short course which we believe

—

would be of benefit to those who have worked with the Foundation as well as
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those who have no such previous experience. Those who have no previous
experience will learn what to expect in a Cheshire Home and what is expected

of them. Those with Cheshire Home experience will, we believe, be assisted by
discussions and talks to work out some of the problems they have experienced,
and pinpoint some of the issues with which the Foundation must grapple in the
coming years. Their views will help to shape future training programmes, and
ensure that the Service Corps is meeting the needs of the Homes. All candidates
must normally be interviewed before acceptance. Successful applicants will spend
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a week of talks and discussions at Le Court, during which time they will be paid
at their pre-course rate. They will then spend a further three months working in
a Cheshire Home or Homes before they can qualify as members of the Service

Corps. Where possible the Home will be one chosen by themselves, However,
adaptability is an essential ingredient for all Service Corps members, and if the
Administrator is doubtful about an applicant's ability to work in Cheshire Homes
generally, as opposed to one in particular, she may require that the applicant
serves half of that three-month period in a Home selected by herself. On successful

completion of the course, all such S.R.Ns and S.E.N.s who enter into a contract
with the Cheshire Foundation will be entitled to the Whitley Council rate with
reduced deductions for board and lodging. Thus an S,E.N. will receive in the
pocket, after board and lodging deductions, 7s. 6d. per week more than under

the Whitley Council rate. The equivalent increases for an S.R.N. staff-nurse
and an S.R.N. ward-sister will be 13s. 6d. and 235. respectively.
We believe these courses will help to give a proper status to work in Cheshire

Homes, and will gradually eliminate some of the differing attitudes to work which
undoubtedly exist at present. People for the eight-month courses can be accepted
three times each year. The first two courses for S.R.Ns and S.E.N.s are the weeks

beginning 19th April 1970 and 30th August 1970.
We seek the support of all management committees and staff. We welcome your
comments. We exist to serve the Foundation of which you are part.

J. H. Inskip

I‘

Notes and News
by Edith E. Chapman, Tutor.
It is the 21st Birthday of the Cheshire Foundation, and the thought crosses one's
mind what shape the Service Corps will be in, what standard it will have reached, by
the time it is 21 years old. My imagination runs on. Some members no doubt will be
married, and possibly working part time; some will be filling senior posts of all kinds;
some will be cheerfully working at the Homes in the U.K. or overseas. And what
shall I be doing? I don't know, but I hope I shall be happy in the knowledge that l
have contributed in a small way to the success of a pioneer project.
On 14th June, Set No. 12, eight in number, began their first period in the Study
Centre. They are now in Cheshire Homes for four weeks’ practical experience, and
will return to the Study Centre in August.
At the Le Court Open Day following the international Conference these trainees acted
as guides to the groups of delegates from the various Cheshire Homes all over the
world.
Several delegates showed great interest in the Training Scheme, and expressed a
desire to send trainees from their Homes so that they could return and teach other
junior colleagues. We would welcome overseas trainees, and do our best not only to
teach them new subjects but help them with the problems a change of environment
always produces.
On 19th July, Set No. 8 returned to the Study Centre for their final study week.
Congratulations to Robert Aytoun Girling, who has been accepted for a two-year
course in residential care at Enfield Technical College. And to Nora O'Donnell on her
engagement to Robert Galbraith.
Helen and Ann Byrne are now working at St. Patrick's Cheshire Home, Tullow. Enda
Teehan has left the Service Corps, it is hoped for only a short period.

Mental Rehabilitation

Halfway Houses, by Robert Apte. London School of Economics, Occasional Papers in

Social Administration No. 27. 185.

Examined
Reviewed by John Wilder, Director, Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association.
'Halfway Houses’ is another of those useful occasional papers on social administration
that examine in scrupulous detail the function and malfunction of the social services.

This paper focuses attention on the standards desirable for residential rehabilitative
situations so as to prevent such accommodation from degenerating into chronic
wards in the community or doss—houses.
One finding, and my own observations suggest that it is likely to be in conflict with
the views of many wardens, is that resident participation is desirable in the actual
management of the hostel. Not such patronising responsibilities as deciding on the
menu or the washing—up rota, but the rules and procedure which shape the
environment and the power to initiate change. The report showed that 60?; of
hostels were more restrictive than the most permissive hospital wards. Clearly,
therapeutic as self-government may be, it is only possible with secure, stable, flexible

—perhaps sophisticated—staff. As the writer points out, three quarters of the
wardens concerned were attracted from institutional settings, thus bringing with
them and perpetuating in the community those same norms and values. This is,

obviously, a weakness of the administrators who fail to attract or train or pay for the
quality of staff required. lnevitably long hours, lack of privacy, the need to be on
constant call, and isolation from other workers, makes demands too great for all but
the really dedicated.

There appeared to be a certain naiveté in the writer's observation that a large number
of the residents’ employment was based upon what was economically expedient
rather than according to their potential. Whilst this is very true, it also applies to a
much larger section of society. But, nonetheless, employment is a vital aspect of

rehabilitation and self-esteem. A salient observation was the importance of the
closest association between local authorities and hospitals in order to achieve 100%
occupancy.
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I cannot imagine Megan as ever having been an ordinary woman, but she led a
'normal' life with her husband and children until she developed multiple sclerosis
a few years ago. It was while trying to cope with this devastating personal crisis
that she discovered to her horror that many disabled people were worse off than
she. Apart from their physical or mental handicaps they were also living in
varying degrees of poverty, while she and her husband happened to have an above
average income. So with a friend, Mrs. Berit Moore, who also had multiple sclerosis,
Megan started D.l.G. to press for reform of a financial system which adds so many

burdens to those already faced by the disabled and their families.
Before her death Megan had the satisfaction of knowing that D.I.G. had helped
to bring about the Government's proposed constant attendance allowance—the
first financial recognition of severe permanent disablement for all those not disabled
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pprCC" through their work or while in the forces. No one knew better than Megan,
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however, just how inadequate this proposal is and how much remains to be
done. Perhaps her greatest achievement was to leave behind an organisation

well fitted to keep up the pressure until the radical changes needed are brought
about.
D.I.G. has never been a one—woman band, but Megan's influence has shaped it

thoroughly. It is almost miraculous to me that a movement which is largely led
by middle class people working on behalf of ’the poor', should yet have remained

so responsive to the needs and wishes of its ordinary members. D.I.G. has a

by Paul Hunt

democratic constitution, of course, but that alone would not have been enough
to prevent the feeling of 'them’ and 'us' that one finds in most similar organisations.
The key so far has been Megan's extraordinary ability to keep the confidence of
thousands of people living in circumstances quite removed from her own. Coming

from an impeccable middle class background herself, she managed somehow
never to condescend or to lose touch with the realities of other people's lives.

She was Megan to everyone, not as a democratic gimmick but because she tried
to treat people as equals whether or not they were powerful or useful or
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personally congenial.

The death of Megan Du Boisson
in a car accident on May 10th was
felt as a personal loss by many
thousands of people. Megan was
travelling to the fourth A.G.M. of
the Disablement Income Group, of
which she was co-Founder and
Honorary Director. In its four years
of existence D.I.G. has recruited
over 10,000 members, and has
mobilised an astonishing amount of
pressure and influence aimed at
achieving a better life for the
disabled of this country. Megan
Du Boisson was from the
beginning the moving spirit, with
charm and skill and driving
determination creating and
strengthening the Group until it
became a power in the land.

Megan Du Boisson. Photo: Chaplin
Jones.
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Megan kept herself closely in touch with the growth-points of thinking about
disability, and never withdrew from the awkward and complex pressures of
Constantly evolving situations and new insights. Throughout she was having to

cope with the unpredictable physical and emotional stresses of her own
degenerative disease, often forced to work from her bed but rarely missing an
opportunity to further D.|.G.'s aims. She was sustained in all this by her family
and many friends, and by her deeply held liberal convictions and principles.
Megan seized every chance to publicise D.|.G.—meeting reporters, arguing with
Ministers on television, talking on the radio, serving on committees and appearing on platforms. No doubt part of her enjoyed all this. Yet she also experienced
the genuine self-doubt of a sensitive and basically humble person who occupies
the limelight. Of her appearances on television and radio she once said to me
that they made her feel she was prostituting herself. it was this kind of sensitivity,
coupled with a determination that nonetheless the job must be done, which helped
her avoid the jealousy and hostility she might otherwise have attracted. Her
overriding loyalty to the members of D.|.G., and her constant awareness of merely
being the spokesman for those who were living in poverty, enabled her to steer
clear of the pitfalls of hob-nobbing with 'the great'. She never became arrogant,
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although her initial uncertainty on the subject of disability gave way to strong
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convictions and the ability to analyse problems and situations in considerable
depth.
I did not know Megan well in her family and personal life. But she was a friendly,
encouraging presence there in the background who always made time to read

anything I published. She would write detailed comments in reply to the points
l made in letters, never dismissing them out of
paying me the compliment of arguing each one
she was someone who would ring me up from
right sort of pressure to make me feel I wanted

hand when she disagreed but
carefully and in detail. Above all
time to time and apply just the
to do something for D.l.G.

The death of this remarkable woman is a great loss for the disabled of this country
—and for Britain as a whole, too. We must hope that the excellent foundations she
has laid will be built on by us all in the years ahead. Because the best possible
memorial to Megan will be a democratic and militant D.|.G., which will not rest
or compromise until all disabled people have adequate incomes as a right.

Reproduced from the M.S. News

“Folr’

Elsewhere in this issue (of M.S. News) there is an article entitled ‘lgnorance is not
Bliss' which stresses the importance of better information being made available
of the services, aids, etc., which are available to help with the care of an M.S.

“Re atives
ofMS.
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patient in his own home. The article then describes a meeting which was held
at Ealing.

The importance of this subject is such that, following on the Ealing meeting,
discussions have taken place between the Cheshire Foundation and the Society
with a view to seeing what else can usefully be done to spread this kind of

information over a wider field.
Consequently, in conjunction with the Cheshire Foundation, a course has been
arranged to help relatives of M.S. patients who are cared for by them in their
own homes. This will take place at the Cheshire Foundation Study Centre, Liss,

Hants, from 8th—12th December, 1969.
The course can take nine persons and accommodation for this number in separate
bed-sittingrooms is available at the Study Centre.

The charge for the course, which is inclusive, is £12 123. 0d. per person.
The programme for the course will cover a wide and varied range of subjects, all
of vital interest to a person caring for a disabled patient in the home. A provisional
programme appears at the end of this article from which it will be seen that not

only all the "know-how" accumulated at the Study Centre will be available, but
included is a visit to Bournemouth to inspect the Day Centre run so splendidly

by the Bournemouth Branch.

During the period of the course, it is hoped that arrangements can be made for the
M.S. patient-relative of the persons attending the course to be accommodated in

a Cheshire Home close to his residence. Arrangements for this will be undertaken
by Headquarters of the Society when details are received from relatives who wish
to attend the course.
Application to attend the course should be made in writing to the Case Secretary,
The Multiple Sclerosis Society, 4 Tachbrook Street, London, S.W.1. Early application
is advised as already several requests to attend the course have been received.
Depending on the success of this first course, it is hoped that further courses
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can be arranged. Branch Welfare Officers would undoubtedly ﬁnd the course
extremely useful.
Provisional Programme
The following people have kindly agreed to take part in the course; all are experts
in their own particular field:
(i)

Dr. M. Agerholm, M.A., B.M., B.Ch. (Oxon), Consultant in Physical Medicine,

Banstead
(ii)

Place, will

talk on

medical

and

allied services for the disabled.

A Chief Mental Health Officer will speak on mental stress—the various causes

and ways in which help can be given.

(iii)

Miss P. Collison, a resident at Le Court Cheshire Home, will talk about the

aids, gadgets and adaptations used in the Home and take the visitors to see them.

(iv) Miss D. Pammenter will speak about the work of the British Council for
the Rehabilitation of the Disabled.
(v)

Mr. C. Pocock, General Secretary of the Disabled Drivers' Association, will

speak about transport for the disabled driver and family, and all that this entails.

(vi)

Mr. Row/ey, Chief Social Worker for the Disabled, Hants, will talk about the

(vii)
Mrs. U. M. A. King, M.A.O.T., Disabled Living Activities Group, Central
Council for the Disabled, will talk about the Council's Information Service for the

Disabled.
(viii) Miss L. Elphick, A.I.M.S.W., Disabled Living Activities Group, Central Council
for the Disabled, will lead a discussion on ’Clothing for the Disabled'.
(ix) An Area Nursing Officer will talk on the work of the health visitor and
district nurse in conjunction with the general practitioner.
A representative of the Cheshire Foundation Trustees and the Founder of the

M.S. Society, Richard Cave, K.S.G., will also address the course.

2)th

’I start to talk to a stranger; they automatically think—”oh, poor girl, she’s mentally
retarded." But of course I'm not.’

These are the words of Janice. They sum up one of the most difficult problems
facing a spastic. Even though he or she may be very intelligent, how can they grasp

people’s attention and communicate when their handicap includes a severe speech
defect?

éhaetf

Three for Society has no commentary, Instead it invites three spastics, all of whom
have speech defects, to speak for themselves about the problems of meeting people,
of making friends, and ultimately perhaps of getting married.
Anthony, who is 30, and the senior of the three people appearing in the film, is a

programme planner at the Home Office Fire Service Technical College. He is also
married. And it is the importance of marriage, both in his own life and for the

A ﬁlm made for the Spastics
Society by Samaritan Films
(16 mm, b/w, 30 mins).

handicapped in general, about which he speaks.
Janice is 21. She is heavily handicapped, with a severe speech impediment which

often makes her difficult to understand. She is chairbound, and must be helped with
such things as eating and washing. Yet she would desperately like to work, and

(continued on page 35)
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statutory bodies and their role in the care of the handicapped.
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Reproduced from 'The Surrey Times & Advertiser'
it's a far cry from the Royal Ballet to the West Surrey Cheshire Home, Hydon Heath.

But one of the Home's 38 residents holds cherished memories of his ten years’
0
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association with the Royal Ballet, and has a constant reminder of these associations
in the autographed photos of ballet artistes which decorate the walls of his room.
His collection includes pictures of celebrities’ children who have since become
famous, such as Geraldine Chaplin, Nancy Kwan, Charlotte Rampling, Imogen Hassal
and Ingrid Boulting. He treasures a Christmas card received last year from the
famous Charles Chaplin himself and his wife, showing the whole family in a group.
Mr. Steven Robinson, owner of this portrait gallery, who is nearly 60, was a
balletomane since early childhood. He joined the Royal Ballet Junior School at White
Lodge, Richmond Park, just after its opening in 1957, securing employment on the
school's maintenance staff. After nearly ten years in this capacity, he was given a
light job as dresser at the Opera House, Covent Garden.
‘l had my own “seat" at Covent Garden,’ says Mr. Robinson, 'at the edge of the
stage.’ That seat had been known since time immemorial as 'the General's Seat'
(whoever the General may have been), and, recalls Mr. Robinson, 'I often had the
feeling I was sitting in his ghost's lap.’
Mr. Robinson has now been a resident at the Cheshire Home for about a year, and
has made his presence felt. He has been on the Residents' Committee, on the
Management Committee, and has also run the shop. He has an advantage in being
'the one person who is completely articulate and ambulant among the residents’.
He is now trying to organise a charity performance by the Royal Ballet on behalf of
the Cheshire Home, and is also appealing for funds particularly for the residents'
welfare.
(It may be of interest that Mary, the daughter of Mrs. Humbold, Matron of Le Court,

was one of Mr. Robinson's favourites when she was a student at the Ballet
School.)

Mr. Steve Robinson.
Photo: ‘Surrey Advertiser'.
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Up to twenty years ago, the very severely disabled had no alternative but to live out
their lives in the general wards of hospitals. During recent years, however, a few
special units have been set up by Regional Hospital Boards to look after them, but
the demand for such units is still greater than is currently provided. There had been
an increasing number of appeals made to Group Captain Cheshire and the Cheshire
Foundation office in London to do something to help. It was this mounting pressure
that finally led to the building of the new East Wing at Le Court—which has now
been in operation for over a year, and was officially opened by the Group Captain on
19th July, when Le Court held its annual Garden Fete.
A great deal of the money for the new extension was donated by the Wright family,
so the Wing has been officially named the Walter and Minnie Wright Wing. However,

ﬁe‘ lad

since the official name can’t be conveniently abbreviated, we call it simply the East
Wing.
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by Doreen SW'ft' SISter'm‘Charge
0f the East Wing, Le Court.

This East Wing is a purpose-built unit attached to the main building. It was planned
as, and is becoming more and more, an integral part of the Le Court community,
whose disabled members now number 54. This new unit has been called a 'heavy
nursing unit'wsomewhat misleadingly, for the term has led people to imagine it is
meant for disabled people who are heavy in weight—which is not the case at all. It
has also had the name ‘intensive care unit' applied to it, but this, too, is quite
inappropriate; the intensive care units started recently in many acute hospitals serve
an entirely different purpose. The new wing at Le Court is a unique experiment in
‘heavy' or ’intensive' medical nursing care for very severely disabled people in a
setting that tries to be as informal and homely as possible.
There are two floors, the upper, comprising five single rooms, one three—bedded
room, and various service rooms (bath, toilet, office, etc.). Those disabled residents
requiring most skilled care, medically and nursing—wise, are on this floor. So is the
central treatment room with its necessary equipment. This treatment room is large
enough to take two dressing trolleys, with sufficient space to spare for them to be
prepared for each dressing and treatment as needed. The lower floor has four single
rooms, one three-bedded room, and again the usual service rooms; it is used largely
for the more mobile residents. In the bathroom-toilet on each floor there is an electric
hoist. We regard this is indispensable, saving a great deal of strain and damage to
the backs of our staff. These hoists are also valued by the disabled residents; one of
them commented, 'lt's just heaven being able to sit on the 100, instead of having to
struggle with a bedpan.’
At the present time, we have several types of severe disablement in the unit. There
are people with disabilities resulting from polio or motor neurone disease who have
little movement left apart from an odd muscle here and there. Even their breathing is
for them not a natural function; they require the aid of a machine, i.e. a respirator.
Others suffering from spinal injuries have had complications necessitating extra
medical care. And there are some who besides their main disablement (which may
not be severe enough to prevent them doing a fair amount in the way of caring for
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themselves) have to contend with a secondary trouble, such as epilepsy, diabetes,
l

or one or other of the blood diseases, These secondary disabilities may be easy to

manage, yet without constant skilled supervision could so easily give rise to grave
concern.
For many of these seriously disabled people we have to provide intensive general
care. Most of them spend a great deal of time in bed, and need regular turnings. They
need care of pressure areas, as do even those who get up for some of the day in
wheelchairs yet remain with pressure on their bottoms or other parts. Many require
daily bed-baths, teeth-cleaning, hairwashing in bed, etc. Then there are all sorts of

little things to be attended to—very important things for the disabled people
concerned. Since some of them can't even blow their own noses, let alone write
letters, there must be someone around to help them with these ordinary everyday
necessities. One resident wants his typewriter set up; another needs the pages of
her book turned; others want their TV or radio adjusted. This type of simple care
doesn't, of course, require any kind of training; just a sympathetic understanding
attitude. And, as in so many other Cheshire Homes, such things are found to be the
province of the voluntary helpers, of whom we could do with quite a few more.
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Apart from this general care, we have to provide skilled medical care and nursing
care-—care that would be considered specialised even in the most acute hospitals.
As time goes on, we find that we are called upon to give more of this skilled care
than was anticipated when the unit first started. We have, at the moment, two
residents with tracheotomies; both are completely dependent on respirators for
artificial breathing. We also have an iron lung, which is used at least once a week.
Other residents with multiple sclerosis or motor neurone disease have difﬁculty at
times in swallowing liquids; artificial feeding then becomes a necessity. The problems
in dealing with complete incontinence take up a great deal of our time. Quad—
.
riplegics from spinal injuries need special treatment to keep their bowels and kidneys
in some sort of working order. Such seriously disabled people, whatever their age,

are more often than not labelled ‘geriatric' in a hospital environment because of their
incontinence, and get sent to places that bear the same name, unless they are lucky
enough to have a family willing to look after them. With those suffering from spinal
injuries or post-polio, a certain amount of physiotherapy is necessary to help prevent
or slow up deterioration of useful muscles.
All these problems sound frightening and, some would say, have no place in a
Cheshire Home, yet it is important to stress that for the disabled residents them—
selves who are entirely dependent on this extra care, it becomes part of their
everyday lives and enables them to lead as near a normal life as they can. Most
disabled people with years of living with a progressive disease behind them have
worked out a care routine for themselves—often a model of time and motion study—
and when they come to us we have to find out how such routines can be fitted into
the Home's daily programme. It certainly pays us to adopt each person's own

routine; otherwise we should take a whole day to do all the necessary things that
now take only part of the morning. One of our chief aims is to allow these disabled
people as much time as possible to lead their lives in the way they want to, outside
the necessary medical and nursing care.

It is most important to foster in these severely disabled residents the desire to use
their remaining talents and capacities as much as they can, with the help of the
many types of equipment available these days. Communicating with them is
sometimes a great obstacle here, making it that much more difﬁcult for us to help
them, and preventing them from taking as great a part in the life of the Home as

they would like. You see, when speech becomes difﬁcult for a disabled person
he needs a reserve supply of patience to make himself understood, as do those
with whom he tries to communicate. Sometimes, the person deteriorates to the
point where only really essential messages are passed to and fro, often by means
of some mutually understood sign—language. Over the last few months, we have
been investigating the various mechanical and electronic aids that can be obtained
for such communication problems. There are various types of simple equipment
to help those without speech to ‘talk’ to other people. There are microfilm readers
and tape recorded books which give great pleasure to those unable to read normal

books. In addition, there is that extremely advanced technological aid known as
Possum, which can and does open many doors for the very severely disabled.

It can be adapted to individual needs, and even those who can move only a tiny
muscle are able to turn on the TV or radio, make a telephone call, or use a
typewriter. The main point is, though, that the provision of this kind of equipment

is a really essential need for such severely disabled people if we are to prevent
their minds stagnating into the typical ‘cabbage' seen in so many institutions.

An imaginative exercise is needed by us, the able-bodied staff, to realise what life
is like for a person who, having had to adjust through all the earlier stages of
disablement, has finally reached the situation in which only his brain and one or

two muscles in his body remain in his control. If we are to succeed in making life
in some way worthwhile for him again, we have to discover the talents—so often
hidden—in him, and foster them tenderly like hothouse plants. And in regard to

this rehabilitation process I think it is very important to note how the activity and
enthusiasm of the established Home acts as a spur and encouragement to the
more seriously disabled in the specialised annexe.
Most of the initiative in integrating the more severely disabled in the specialised

unit with the rest must necessarily come from the less severely disabled in the
19
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older part of the Home, simply because they are,
in general, more mobile. But

such integration cannot be forced; if it is to take place successfu
lly it will come
only gradually and in almost imperceptible stages.
We have had our teething

troubles here at Le Court, but these are being slowly overcome
. Common
interests and things to talk about have to be discovere
d. Mutual embarrassment
has to be lived through and mastered. It is very
pleasant to see people from the
older community helping in various small ways those
less able than themselves

in the new wing.
One great asset at Le Court is the communal dining-room. This
provides the
opportunity for the very disabled to see how 'the
other half’ lives; we find that
even those who get up for only a few hours each day
like to have one meal at
least in the dining~room. Then there is the workshop. Few
of our residents are

able to do any handicraft work, but those who go to the workshop
either to work
or just to sit and watch seem to enjoy it. In fact, it is these people
mixing in this
way who seem to become 'Cheshire~ised’ most quickly.
They learn much more
about Cheshire Homes generally, and imbibe the spirit more
than their fellows
who are forced to spend more time in bed.
As you can imagine, the selection of suitable disabled
people for places in the unit

is no mean task. None of us are at all happy about the personal
problems involved
in this business; we have to disappoint so many people. But strict
selection is
vitally necessary. Applications far exceed the number of
beds we have available,
so we have the problem—common to so many Cheshire
Homes~of balancing

the needs of applicants with the need of the Home to be guarded
from influences
that would tend to ’institutionalise' it. Just because a person is seriously
disabled
doesn’t qualify him automatically for a place in the unit. Some are
simply not the
right sort of people for a Cheshire Home; they would not be any happier
for being
in one; so many are past caring where they go and are quite
content to exist just

wherever they are sent. And, of course, one always comes up against
those with
too many chips on their shoulder.
Perhaps, the main guiding principle of our selection policy is
that any potential
resident should be a person likely to benefit from living in
a Cheshire Home;
otherwise he or she might just as well stay in hospital. We expect
newcomers

to be able to take advantage of the facilities offered in the Home, and
be capable
of really fitting into the community. We have set our upper age limit for admission
at 60, because so many people with progressive diseases don't
become seriously
disabled until they have passed the 40 and 50 mark.
But how to assess?—that’s the problem. Each applicant is offered
a four-week

assessment period in the unit. We have found that this is sufficient time both (1)
for the Home to discover whether he can ’fit in’, and whether we can cope
with
One of the residents in the Le Court
East Wing, Margaret Marks, who had

the skilled care he needs, and (2) for the applicant himself to discover
if he

really wants to live in a Cheshire community, or would perhaps prefer to
remain
within the security provided by a normal hospital regime.

polio at the age of 12. Her respirator
and ancillary equipment can be seen on

left, and above her head is the projector

Many of our residents have come from a hospital ward, and most of the
current
applications concern patients who are likewise situated. It is generally recognised

that throws the filmed pages of a book

now that it is of little use relying on the information contained in returned

on to a small screen, so enabling her

application forms. They are often filled in months before admission, and when
the new resident arrives the information is found to be out of date, especially
where medical treatment is concerned. As is becoming recognised by many other

to enjoy the pleasures of reading.

Photo: Dona/d Eades.

Cheshire Homes, it is invaluable for someone qualified, the Home’s
doctor or the
Matron, to make an assessment visit to each applicant wherever he is living,

not only to talk to him but also to those who are responsible for his care. It
certainly helps to avoid disappointment later on, for without a visit of this kind
some unsuitable applicants are accepted and have to be sent back. This assessment
visit enables our people in addition, to learn what specialised equipment
would
be required; it is most upsetting to find that after a resident has been
admitted
we haven't got a vital piece of equipment. If only we had been made aware
of
its need, we could have prepared for it.

We have learnt from experience how important it is for someone to offer would-be
residents a little information about Cheshire Homes in general and the specialised

unit at Le Court in particular. It has unfortunately happened far too often that
hospital patients accepted for assessment in the unit have been told only the day

before that they are being moved to another kind of institution for the sick and
disabled, and left to wonder what is in store for them.
Staffing the unit has been one of our biggest headaches. Even large hospitals have

difficulty nowadays in obtaining the staff they require. It's hardy surprising then
that we have troubles in this field as well, and we don't expect these to be merely

short-lived. Regarding the full staffing complement for the unit, the desired target
for a 24 hour working day is fixed at 15, made up of one Sister-in-Charge, four
S.R.N.s, four S.E.N.s and six nursing auxiliaries. At the moment, however, the unit
is staffed by one Sister~in-Charge, two S.R.N,s, three S.E.N.s, two full-time Service
Corps members and six auxiliaries. Since our total disabled accommodation is also
15, the proportion of staff to residents is thus 1 :1, as compared with something
like 1 :2% in the adjoining main block at Le Court.
The staff accommodation and working conditions at the Home certainly do not
fall below those in most contemporary hospitals. Gone are the days when people
didn't much care in what conditions they lived and worked so long as they were
paid. Today, staff in hospitals or residential homes demand, quite rightly, modern
equipment and decent conditions in which to work, and attractive surroundings

and the provision of leisure activities—things to do and places to go—for their

Hmtyhm

off-duty time. It doesn‘t help here that Le Court is rather isolated in the country.
Even advertising for staff has not produced results to any great extent. We have
been recruiting mainly from personal contacts, and have found that if we can only
get prospective staff interested enough to come and see the place, perhaps spend
a day in the unit, the battle is half won. At the moment, we are thinking it may
be necessary to provide more married accommodation.
It has been
best people
they would
way of life

pointed out many times before that trained nurses are not always the
for staffing Cheshire Homes. Their natural inclination is to run things as
in a hospital ward, and many find it hard to accept the more informal
in our communities.

Some adapt easily; others take much longer; some find that they cannot adapt at
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all and decide to leave. But those who stay find themselves gradually revelling
in our relaxed atmosphere where the formal rules and regulations are so few.
Our problem is to avoid a hospital atmosphere in a unit that is in fact functioning
as a hospital. Yes, we must have fully«trained staff on duty for all the 24 hours
each day. But precisely in order to counteract this professional element, it has
been our policy to recruit a number of nursing auxiliaries and voluntary helpers,
and use members of the Cheshire Foundation's own Service Corps, trained as they
are in the general care of disabled people. As we mentioned above, there is a
real part for untrained personnel to play in the unit. The simple care that voluntary
helpers especially can give is as great a need. as the general and skilled care of
the permanent staff; the two together make for the comprehensive care we aim
to provide.

Well, that is the East Wing at Le Court. It is the Cheshire Foundation's experimental
solution to the problem of caring for the growing numbers of seriously disabled
people, who are mainly in hospital wards, but would be glad to transfer to less
clinical surroundings. As men fly to the moon and scientiﬁc knowledge advances

there will be an increasing number of people remaining alive but in a very disabled
condition physically. Some will be cared for, with the help of modern technical
aids, in their parental homes, or in the homes they set up themselves. We feel
we are pioneering the specialised care in a congenial environment of those others
who don't want to spend the rest of their days in hospital. After a year's
experience, we realise that it is far better to have specialised units of this kind
attached to established Cheshire Homes rather than for the Foundation to open
separate units. The established Home provides the required atmosphere and
facilities, without which the specialised unit would develop after only a short
time into a mini-hospital and so defeat its own purpose. For it is not only the

disabled residents in the old and the new sections of the Home who need to be
integrated; it is quite as necessary for the staff of the specialised unit to be
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impregnated with the spirit of the staff of the older established
Home,
’Cheshire-ised', as we have said before. (The 6.0 may not
like the term, but one

often hears it used.)
We are confident that the East Wing at Le Court hasn't in any
way disrupted the
special atmosphere in this long-established first Cheshire Home. We
feel that we
are setting an example for many other Homes to follow. The need
for this type
of special care is obviously going to increase in future years, and it
is perhaps
to be hoped that in answer to the need similar units will be started at
other

Cheshire Homes in the UK.

C'HiIaty
‘PoIe

We publish an item about a girl called Hilary Pole immediately after our
description
of the East Wing at Le Court because she is just the type of person
for whom such
a Unit is intended. Read what Rosalind Chalmers had to say about Hilary
in the
‘Greenacres Chronicle', and then go on to read two of Hilary’s poems.
"In the exclusive world of the disabled, Hilary Pole is more exclusive
than most. She
can’t see, speak, breathe independently, swallow or move, except to give
a slight
twitch in one toe. But she can hear and feel, and she can write poetry. Until
recently,
she dictated it by means of a bell attached to her toe; a different number of rings
for
each letter of the alphabet. She communicated her needs by the same
method, and
held conversations with people. Of course, it took a long time. Fortunately, she
now

has a Possum Unit, and by electronic impulses (activated by her toe) can work a
typewriter, bell, tape recorder, radio—with control over the volume as well.
”Hilary is a girl with a dry sense of humour, and a great interest in people,
animals, music and cricket. At the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Birmingham, she spends
six

months on one ward, and then is transferred to another. It doesn't sound much of a
life, in spite of the Possum equipment and a very devoted family, and friends.
No

doubt Hilary wishes it was otherwise. But no one who visits her or writes to her is
in any doubt about how alive she is. If we don't know exactly where the human
spirit resides, we can recognise it all right when we find it."
Here are two of her poems, 'rung out’ before Hilary had her Possum typewriter:
The Monster
A noise resembling distant drums
From just along the passage comes,
Increasing as it nears my door

My World

To a thunderous, clattering rattling roar.

An opera, or ballet theme:

Shrieking, hissing, raving it rants
Coughs and wheezes, puffs and pants.

Of roads I've walked and hills l’ve
climbed:
Woods and fields all stored in mind.

Convulsed with anger, mad with rage
Defiantly hostile in its cage.
So when I say my prayers tonight
I will pray with all my might

That Boffin in his basement lair
Will stir himself and soon repair
My injured sucker, politely mute,
And rid me of this bellowing brute!

I have a world that's mine alone
A world where no-one else can roam,
Of books I’ve read and plays I’ve seen,

So if at night I cannot sleep
I do not end up counting sheep;
Instead I think of days gone by,
Of picnics neath a clear blue sky,
The thrill of watching unawares

A pair of boxing mad March hares.
I wander Lapal Lane again,

| find a nest, I see a wren.
The fields are full of ripening wheat

The banks are full of meadowsweet,
And searching closer to the ground

Bashful violets have I found.
I squelch along the bridle-path,

(Thus evoking Mother’s wrath).
| tear my coat, i cut my knee,

But there's a squirrel's drey to see.
The landscape blurs, light fades fast,

I smile,
And fall asleep at last.

CWsiting
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Since March of this year, the magazine
has been printed at the St. Stephen's
Bristol Press, and everyone is agreed that
they have been producing some good
work. In May, the editorial team paid a
visit to the Press.

(Below)

Frank Spath, the Editor, listen-

ing to Mr. E. C. Hopkins, Sales Director,
explaining a point. On the left is Miss
Doreen Swift, Sister-in—Charge of the East
Wing at Le Court. She describes her
work with the very severely disabled in
the Wing on page ‘18 of this issue.
(Right)
Finucane,
spectively
Mr. H. A.

Dennis
Jarrett
and
Mrs.
Treasurer and Secretary reof the magazine, speaking to
Gibbs, Works Director.

Photos: Croker 8t White, Bristol.

For the last three years Mr. A.
Sinclair White, the Research
Gardener of the Disabled Living

The research covers people with all types of physical disability, who can be
roughly divided into three groups:
1.

Activities Group, has been

studying gardening for the disabled.
This research has been financed
by the Pilgrim Trust, and is being

carried out in the research garden
at Mount Vernon Hospital,
Northwood, Middlesex; and at
Mary Marlborough Lodge, of the
Nuffield Orthopaedic Centre,
Oxford, under the sponsorship of
the Disabled Living Activities

Group of the Central Council for
the Disabled. Last autumn, as

”I

The elderly and slightly disabled, who are living in their own homes and want

to be able to look after their own garden. They might have to do this without
any assistance. For this group Mr. White has worked out the most suitable garden
layout. He considers the garden should be planned to simplify the work as much
as possible, using dwarf conifers and flowering shrubs which need little attention,
along with ground cover plants to smother the weeds; heather is particularly
effective and Erica Carnea will grow in any soil; the other species need it fairly
acid, Mr. White is also trying out for the manufacturers, a wide range of tools
which have been designed or adapted with the disabled in mind. They may be
lightweight; for use by the one-handed; or have long handles to eliminate bending.
These include, for example, the Wolf Terrex Spade, which avoids bending and
picking up of the soil; the Wilkinson Long-handled tools with telescopic handles;
the lroncrete Joyride Wheelbarrow, with a pram handle which makes it a very

w

stable walking aid; Bracknell Plant Supports which avoid having to stake plants;
part of my Service Corps training,
I was able to spend a month

working with Mr. White.

the Greensleeves Swivel-cut Lawn Edge Trimmer, which can cut horizontally or
vertically and can be operated one-handed; the Wolf-Cadet electric rotary lawn
mower, which is the most suitable type of lawn mower for a disabled person;
and the Wolf-3D Shears, a lightweight tool which will cut grass, weeds, and
flowers.
2. The next group of people whom Mr. White works with are the hospital
out-patients coming to work in the garden once a week as part of their rehabilitation
programme, which may go on for several months. They are recovering from
strokes, heart conditions, etc. While these people are working they need very
careful and unobtrusive supervision, and the jobs and the tools must be graded
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so that they get maximum benefit from the work without overtiring themselves.

%

This is done in consultation with the occupational and physiotherapists. Every
effort is made to give them an enjoyable day, as it may be the only day of the
week they are able to leave their house.

I magi, Wheelchair
5".Horticulturisté '

3.

The largest group are the chair-bound and severely disabled children and adults,

who are mainly at Mary Marlborough Lodge, Oxford. These include the children
with multiple congenital limb deformities and, from time to time, residents from
Cheshire Homes. While working with these people i was struck by the great
pleasure most of them took in the gardening work they were able to do. As I

read in an American book by D. P. Watson and A. W. Burlingame, ’ln community
life rarely more than seven out of ten are interested in gardening; among the ill
and the handicapped the proportion is much higher."
One seven-year-old boy without hands or arms spent the best part of a week
working with me. He was able to do digging, weeding, and potting, using his
chin and neck muscles to manoeuvre a small spade and hoe, and push a
Wolf—Portax wheelbarrow with a pram handle. He was able to go through the
whole process of potting small plants, using only his feet. He would like to
have stayed working in the garden all day if he had been allowed, and did not
even want to stop for meals. Several other children, boys and girls, with similar
disabilities, showed the same enthusiasm for gardening.
In spite of the wide range of tools and other aids available for disabled gardeners,
'I was surprised to find how much could be done with the simplest equipment, such
as toy trowels, pencils for making holes in the soil, and yoghurt cartons with

{above} Tending a raised bed with a
midget grabber

(right) A miniature garden—excellent
leisure activity

holes drilled in the bottom. With these simple aids people were able to carry out
a wide range of gardening tasks, including making cuttings, potting up plants,
and pricking out seedlings. I found that the best thing for them to work on
was adjustable bed tables, as the height could be altered to suit each person's
reach. One handy aid was a block of wood with a sloping side, on which the

stem of a plant could rest while taking a cutting with a knife.
Some of the disabled people who came to Mary Marlborough Lodge were skilled
gardeners already. They only needed help with fetching and carrying; the rest

of the time they could work by themselves, or with others who were not so
knowledgeable.

I

in both the research gardens are various raised beds which can be used by both
ambulant and wheelchair people. A height of two feet is suitable for wheelchair-

users, and two foot ten inches for the ambulant. lts width should not be more
than four feet, with a path about four feet wide laid round the bed. There are
several methods of constructing raised beds, including using paving slabs, pre—cast
fencing, or natural stone. Raised beds are not suitable for growing all types of

plants as the soil dries out very quickly. They are best for alpine and other
rock plants which do not mind such fairly arid conditions. Larger herbaceous
plants should be grown in ground level beds and attended to with the aid of

long—handled tools. The raised beds are also not suitable for all wheelchair-users,
as it is only possible to sit working at them sideways—on, which may be difficult
for some people. For them, table gardens have been suggested, but it is only

possible to grow a small range of plants in a shallow depth of soil, and Mr.
White found them unpracticable.
The results of Mr. White's researches could be of great benefit to Cheshire Home
residents. For those residents who want to grow plants for pleasure and decoration
and do some of their own propagation, it would be desirable to have a small
heated greenhouse, or, at least, a frame. Two suitable types of greenhouse for

this purpose are the Alton Greenhouse C.1, which has a 30" wide sliding door
giving easy access for a wheelchair, a house 20’ 7” X 10’ with a concrete base
would cost just over £70; and the Banbury Buildings Ltd. Superior Greenhouse

Model No. 2, which has 36” wide twin sliding doors.
There is automatic equipment available which avoids the necessity of attending to
the plants every day. The watering can be done by capillary watering trays from
a tank with ball-valve control. The electric heating tubes can be regulated by a

thermostat, with an autofan and a second thermostat set at a higher temperature
to avoid overheating when the sun is shining on the house. The ventilation can
be left to a vent control. The greenhouse can therefore be completely unattended
for fairly long periods. An ideal heated or cold frame would be the one Mr. White
has designed, with a counterweight to enable the lid to be opened without

effort.
At one new Cheshire Home, it is intended that the residents should make use
of a large greenhouse and an extensive garden to grow alpine plants. The Home
is going to be provided with raised beds to enable the residents to attend to
the plants. It is hoped that they may be sold and any profits made divided
amongst the residents who have contributed to the growing of them. it will be

interesting to see how this experiment works, as I think it will be the first
home where the residents themselves have tried to grow plants commercially on
a large scale. If the scheme is a success I can see no reason why similar ideas
should not be adopted in other homes.

This article is too short to cover all the possibilities, or to go into details. On
page 32 of Cheshire Smile for Summer 1968, the tool distributors showed the type
of tools disabled people will be able to use. I should also be very pleased to go
more fully into the subject with anyone who would like to ask me questions.
Write to R. Aytoun Girling, c/o The Service Corps, Le Court, Liss, Hampshire.

.

Streifbandzeitung!

K

Comment-

This morning's post brought me a large buff envelope from Germany bearing across
the top the alarming message Streifbandzeitung! (I discovered some time ago that

this merely means 'Printed matter'—the Germans being fond of turning a simple
declaration into an exclamation). These envelopes, containing the current issue of

CLouie?

' ‘Battye

Der Kdrperbehinderte, the quarterly magazine of Sozialhilfe fiir Querschnitts— und
Kindergelahmte, an organisation for the care of the handicapped, have been
arriving regularly for the last two years, and as my gaze drifts uncomprehendingly
down the closely-printed double columns of German and l squint at the over-reduced
photographs, my mind always goes back to the blue sun-shot waters of a Swiss

lake.
In July 1967 my friend Allan Hough and myself spent twelve days at the International
Summer Camp of the Sozialhilfe at Gwatt on the shore of Lake Thun, having been

invited while attending the l.S.R.D. Congress at Wiesbaden the previous September.
In idyllic surroundings three French people, three Belgians, two British and about
60 Germans, most of us physically disabled, bathed in the lake, baked in the
unfailing sunshine, and sat under the brilliant stars. We were taken on coach

Paul Hunt has been writing ’Comment' for the last 1% years. It is
time for a change. For the next two
years, Louis Battye of White Windows and Paul Driver of Athol
House will be alternating on this
page every quarter.

trips to the mountain resorts of Grindelwald and Kandersteg, and by lake steamer
to Interlaken. We ate and drank and sang and played the fool and—as far as the
language barrier allowed—talked.
Like the Wiesbaden Congress, it was one of those occasions which seem to put

the whole frustrating and banal business of being disabled into an entirely fresh
perspective. There are the same problems, the same attitudes with which one is
all too familiar; but there are also different attitudes, different approaches. It's not
easy to forget the sight of people almost as disabled as oneself laboriously
removing their clothes, surgical boots and calipers, struggling out of their

wheelchairs, lowering themselves into the lake, and swimming with slow awkward
strokes through the deliciously cool water. There were
those of us who couldn't perform these feats unaided,
possibly manage themselves, did. There was about the
electrifying atmosphere of independence, enterprise and

plenty of helpers for
but those who could
whole camp an almost
mental alertness.

Soon after our arrival we were introduced to Herr Edouard Knoll of Krautheim,
the founder and President of the Sozialhilfe, and—through an interpreter—we had
a long and revealing conversation. He questioned me about the Cheshire
Foundation and its Homes. Were they run by disabled people? he asked, leaning
forward earnestly in his wheelchair. No, I said, and watched the frown gather

across his broad genial face. 'That is not good,’ he said. 'ln the Sozialhilfe we
do not allow any able-bodied person to hold any position of authority." Of course
the organisation had able-bodied voluntary helpers and l was given to understand
that it employed a small paid staff at its headquarters and Holiday Home at
Krautheim, but the actual members, who were all disabled, entirely controlled
every facet of its work, including fund»raising. Certainly the camp at Gwatt, the

site and buildings rented for a month from the Swiss Reformed Church, was
organised and run by the disabled.
I could only congratulate him on the Sozialhilfe's policy and achievements and
explain rather lamely that in view of the Cheshire Foundation's constitution and
purpose a similar policy for it would be impossible. I have a feeling he wasn‘t

completely convinced, though this might have been caused by linguistic
misunderstanding . . .

The Sozialhilfe is a national organisation covering the whole of the Bundesrepublik
(East Germany, like the other Communist countries, will have its lnvalids'
Co-operatives), but in spite of Der Kb‘rperbehinderte I still don't know the full
extent of its activities. As for finance, members pay a small annual subscription,

and fund-raising methods include the use of postal seals: a large amount of money
must still be raised by other means. All this I mean to discover eventually. But
from the success of the camp and the quality of the leaders whom I met, the
Sozialhilfe is run with traditional German efficiency.
Now to me the rightness of this uncompromising ‘disabled-only' control is so

self-evident I can't imagine there can be much disagreement with it, if only as
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an ideal, by any intelligent and responsible disabled person. In any case it's not

unique: New Horizons in America, to name only one similar organisation, is run
on the same lines, as of course are many small local societies for the

handicapped even in this country. Among the able-bodied who interest themselves
in our welfare there may well be other views, but from our point of View they

are irrelevant.
'If only as an ideal,’ I've written, and for the moment that's what it must remain.

The problems involved are vast and complex. An organisation run not only for
but by the disabled must be created by the disabled, as was the Sozialhilfe—

one can't in the nature of things expect anything else. And to' do this demands
will, enterprise, ability, energy and—above all—money. For as one of Herr Knoll's

compatriots pointed out so devastatingly over a hundred years ago, all social
and political power is ultimately based on economic power. Being physically
disabled, our bodily powerlessness is compounded and aggravated by the economic
powerlessness which in most cases results from it. We are therefore in the

hands of those who possess economic power—the State, Local Authorities, and
the predominantly middle—class charitable organisations that work on our behalf.
To call the tune it is necessary not only to know enough about music to make
a rational choice but to be ready to pay the piper in hard cash.
These are just some of the thoughts that occur to me as l leaf through Der

Korperbehinderte, wishing I could read it. Well, at least I know what
’Streifbandzeitung' means. . . .

Marathon

Wheel011311”
“Push

Marathon Walks are two a penny these days, although they still raise a good many
ha’pence for charity. It’s difficult to find a new twist. The marathon walk in aid of the
Le Court 21st Anniversary Building Fund was different. The walkers were pushing
sixteen of the disabled residents in wheelchairs, for one thing. And they were going
round in circles, getting nowhere. But at the end of nowhere there was around £860.
The idea of a wheelchair push was born on a summer evening in July, 1968. Five
disabled residents and ten voluntary helpers went on safari to a pub in Liss. At first
the plan was, perhaps, too ambitious : to walk the 25 miles from Petersfield to
Portsmouth. Then, after discussion with the Administration and Management
Committee, the distance was reduced to 10 miles, and the date postponed until the
Building Fund Appeal was officially launched this year.
The project was organised by Brian Line, one of the residents, and a member of the

Appeal Sub-Committee. He and the Warden, Sir John Weston, first talked to the
Assistant Chief Constable of Hampshire about the possibility of walking along the
A3 from Waterlooville to Portsmouth, but the latter said the mere thought was
enough to make him turn grey. Next, Fratton Park Football Ground was suggested,
but the Portsmouth Football Club felt the stadium was unsuitable, though they gave
a generous donation. Despair. The Secretary of Le Court, Mrs. Grimes, had an

inspiration. What about Thorney lsland R.A.F. Station?
The Station Commander, Group Captain Slater, gave the idea his blessing. Mrs.
Grimes drove Brian Line to see Flight Lieutenant Ambrose and they arranged the
details. Unfortunately the station could not be opened to the public, but the RAF
laid on every facility for the walk, which was fives times round a two-mile circuit.

80, on Sunday, 29th June, the 16 residents and numerous pushers were started on
their way by Miss Sue Marsh, Hayling Island Beauty Queen for 1969. The whole thing
was an outstanding success. The weather was as near perfect for such an event as

we could expect from our fickle summer climate. Everyone came back and said it was
great fun, but the most cheerful news was that the target was ’in the bag', if not

greatly exceeded.
The event ended with a sporting wager of £5 being offered if a resident and pusher
could get round in 15 minutes. It was won by two enterprising competitors. They
stripped everything surplus off a chair, the occupant hung on for dear life (and a

fiver), and raced home in 14 minutes. As the Le Court Newsletter says, ‘The pusher
was one of our dear slaves with very long legs, and the chair occupant is,
undoubtedly, the bravest one amongst us l'
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6What are
they?
From: Rosemary Glass, Athol
House, London, S.E.19.

Here is the last batch of letters to
be published in the Debate on
what a Cheshire Home is and
should be. This correspondence is
closed for the time being.
1 Love

2 Security

3 Daily Care

4 Independence

5 Purpose in Life

6 Privacy

I Consider the above as six essentials necessary to a Cheshire Home resident
if he
is to remain or become a whole person and, if these requirements
are provided for
its residents, then it follows that the Home is an ideal one.
Love

We all know there are many kinds of love. Most of us know, for example,
what it is
to possess the love of family. The kind of love l have in mind (for
want of a better
word) is a Real Understanding of all the needs, not merely physical
ones, of a

disabled person as an individual and human being having the same feelings,
the right envuronment for each resident to fulfil himself as far as possible,
the
aspirations and desires as other human beings. ln order that the Home
can provide

the right environment for each resident to fulfil himself as far as possible, the
person in charge must have this love. Providing the right environment and having
the co-operation of residents, staff and committee, 1 am convinced the Home
can be
run as smoothly as any home. I would stress that all must work together
because a

good head can only achieve the best with a united, co-ordinated active body and,
for the same reason it is important that the Home is not too large—accommodating
not more than 25 residents.
Security
I think it is true to say that each resident is assured of financial security on
being

accepted into a Cheshire Home whether through private or other means. It is also
important that each resident can feel assured that—(a) he can, whenever possible,
supplement his meagre income by work of his own choice inside or outside the
Home. At Athol House, the LCH Duplicating Service provides work in one form
or another for more than half the residents, is run solely by them and is just
one

example of what can be achieved by mutual effort; (b) he is free to plan his own
life (hours of work, leisure outings, holidays) within the framework of the
Home,
not feeling compelled to participate in communal activities. Don't we all have our
likes and dislikes, not to mention our ’off—days'? All entertainment within the
Home

should have the approval of the majority of residents.
Daily Care
Obviously the amount of daily care needed varies with each individual, but I think

it is true to say that most residents do not expect or indeed want more help than
is needed. It is not always realised that doing something for a disabled person

which he is quite capable of doing himself is taking away part of his independence.
Quite often a disabled person gets so accustomed to having decisions made and
things done for him that he just gives up thinking and trying. There are, of course,
exceptions such as when he is ill or feeling ‘below par’ in which case he would
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most likely ask for help which he would not normally need. The important thing is
that the help needed, whether great or little be given in the right spirit—willingly,
cheerfully, with feeling—and in the manner best suited to the individual, as he
knows his limitations and will help the helper accordingly.
Independence
Everything possible should be done to give the greatest means of independence to

each individual resident. This requires much careful thought and planning in the first
place. When selecting a prospective Cheshire Home due consideration must be
given to the availability of space allowing the manoeuvring of all types of
wheelchair, easy access to garden, etc. Even such small items as lever door handles.
lever taps and rocker light switches can make all the difference to a resident's

independence, as also the height of a table, chest of drawers or bed. For this reason
I feel when starting a Home, the individual needs of each new resident should as
far as possible be considered, especially when purchasing personal furniture, such
as bed—wrong height can mean not only loss of independence but also unnecessary
extra work for staff. Another important means of independence, as well as
labour-saving, are electric wheelchairs and every effort should be made to ensure
that every resident has one who can benefit thereby. Nine of our twenty-one
residents now have them and these have opened up a new world, enabling them
not only to enjoy life more but also giving them a greater reserve of energy for their
work and personal contribution to the Home.
Purpose in Life
The importance of this is not always realised. Many people consider that as long as

a disabled person is clothed and fed, this is all that matters. True he may look a
picture of health but his mind, if active, will be rotting away and this is not what

G.C. intended for us residents. One of the reasons he started the Homes was
because he saw a better future for us given the right opportunities. He wanted us
to have the chance to find 'purpose in life' if we had not already done so. Whether,

in fact, we find it depends to a large extent on ourselves—what we expect out of
life and perhaps more important what we are prepared to put into it. The most
important factor is to feel needed not only by the community in which we live but
also by society as a whole—to be a useful citizen and not a useless outcast. We
need work to do which is rewarding and satisfying to us as well as of benefit to
others—and what better incentive than a bit of extra pocket money! If it takes us

outside the Home, so much the better. A Cheshire Home in an urban area obviously
provides greater opportunities to a resident in every respect—work, church and
social activities, educational advancement, theatre. shops, etc. It is not only easier
for residents in such a Home to reach and feel part of society but also (and this

is just as important) for part of society to reach them. We must be given the
chance to find out for ourselves what we can contribute to society and, who

knows, this may lead to the discovery of some hidden talent! There will always be
some who will never be convinced that for them there is a 'purpose in life', there
are the lucky ones who find it without looking and then there are those who spend
a whole lifetime searching in vain. There is no doubt in my mind that EVERYONE

has SOMETHING to give and if they are able to give that something freely,
willingly and in the right spirit, then they have found their purpose in life.
Privacy

Don't we all need a bit of privacy in our lives, some more than others? Without

any privacy at all, life can be most frustrating. For this reason it is important that
the Home includes some single bedrooms to be allocated to those in greatest need.
For the benefit of 'sharers' it is a good idea to set aside a small room for private
conversation, study, etc.
Cheshire Smile readers may be interested to know if such a Home exists. Some
will know that the answer is most definitely in the affirmative, as I happen to be
one of its lucky residents. As the point of this debate is to find the ideal on which
to build future Homes, l have given my views in the hope that they will beneﬁt
others.
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_
From: Rosalind Chalmers,
Greenacres,

l have read Sister Spooner's contribution to this debate several times, and with
growing incredulity. She puts forward as a point of commendation that her residents

Sutton Coldfleld, Warks.

have 'little individualism', but if anything is basic to Cheshire Homes philosophy it
must be the recognition of the person as an individual. Hospital geriatric wards and
institutions can preserve the patient as a breathing machine and keep him housed
and fed, but there is more, I think, to living than that.
Why should Sister Spooner suppose ’individualism' and 'community spirit' to be
incompatible? Those devoid of the first are unlikely to be capable of the second,
and in fact are unlikely to possess any spirit at all. To live meaningfully in a

community one must be alert to what is going on in it, to have opinions about it,
sometimes favourable, sometimes not, and always be striving towards its
enrichment. Obviously some people will be more capable of doing this than others,
for medical or other reasons, and not everyone will contribute in the same way.

But ’community spirit' doesn’t mean a trooping obediently back and forth on
command—a flock of sheep does as much. It means being aware of and tolerant
of the needs of others—and this may involve disagreement with the 'authorities',
as can happen in ordinary life.
Sister Spooner says we must not expect perfection: nevertheless, she implies that

they have it at Greenhill House, with the 'master plan completed’, and everyone
contented with their lot. There one feels Heaven will arrive as rather an anti-climax.
Then I am puzzled to hear that having more than one doctor in the home is against

medical etiquette: no professional person I have spoken to seems to have heard
of this idea. Indeed I would have thought the right to choose one's doctor a basic
i

human one, at least in this country. Again, I don't understand the disapproval of
the S.R.N. working voluntarily—Sister Spooner calls this cheap labour—surely
this is common practice and is how Cheshire Homes are run, by a combination of
paid and voluntary help? (Most of the helpers have children.) And if the

Government paid the staff salaries then the home would no longer be a Cheshire one.
Mr. Bagnall's letter is a little puzzling too. He disapproves of the debate, but
wasn't this suggested by the Group»Captain, so that the role of Cheshire Homes in

the future could be worked out? What we think the homes are or should be now
will naturally influence what we think they should be in the future. (Churchill's
autocratic directive, appropriate to a time of war and crisis, is hardly relevant

"

to our situation.)
I do agree with Mr. Bagnall that a rigid charter with ’rules' and 'codes of conduct’
would be very unwise. Homes and situations vary, and each home should be able
to work out its problems without being made to feel disloyal. After all, if the
important points are grasped: that Cheshire Homes exist to help the disabled
discover their own individualin and to live as fully and productively as their

capabilities permit in a friendly and congenial atmosphere—then the rest should
follow from there.

From: Paul Hunt, Le Court, Hants,

Miss Spooner’s picture of life at Greenhill House raises one major query in my
mind. Where is this Home with its wonderfully happy people? It surely cannot

be anywhere in this imperfect world of ours, where human nature is so frail and
where structures are always in need of improvement. I doubt whether her Home

can be in Britain, anyway, from her assertion that it is not 'medical etiquette' for
more than one doctor to visit a Home. In this country, at least, everyone is
legally entitled to have the doctor of his or her own choice. In many Homes

.
i

for the elderly, for instance, residents retain the doctor they have had before

j

admission so that inevitably there are a number of different ones visiting regularly.

i
“
1:

Mr. Bagnall, who knows well 'what a Cheshire Home is all about', also lives in
a different world from me. He says that Group Captain Cheshire would agree with
him that we should not argue in these columns, and he 'deplores' the current

I have never before seen the desirability of this questioned by anyone.

ii

Debate. Yet the strange thing is that it was the Group Captain himself who

I

started the Debate and urged us all to contribute our views.
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From: Mary Driffell,
Stonecroft House, Lincs.

l have just read Sister Sally Spooner's letter on Greenhill House, Timsbury. At first,
I thought it was a wonderful report on the Home, but then I came to the
paragraph on staffing, and found she had relegated one of the most outstanding
members of the Service Corps, who works at the Home, to the end of her list
(and—outrage of outrage—referred to her as an ex-member of the Corps).
This will not be much of an incentive for girls and boys to join the Service Corps.
Will they really want to do a specialised training for Cheshire Home work if at the
end of 18 months hard studying, examination papers. and a practical exam they find
themselves at the bottom of the list? The Service Corps would be no more.

I am convinced that if only the Service Corps can receive the recognition it so
richly deserves, it will be the answer, and the only answer, to the deplorable
shortage of the right kind of staff in Cheshire Homes today.
l have worked for many years in the Homes, and now proudly possess a Certiﬁcate

of Residential Care issued by the Cheshire Foundation Service Corps. So I feel I
know what I'm talking about.
No offence, Sally, but 'Watch it!’

From: Richard M. Plant,
Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey

Miss Spooner (Sister, Greenhill House, whose letter you published in the March
issue) is an anachronism. And what is all the more saddening is that she is only
too representative, even in an extreme form, of many of those seeking eternal
salvation in good works. Look no further than the complacency of the Chairman of
St. Bridget's Cheshire Home, Mr. W. T. Bagnall, who decries any attempt at
constructive self—criticism. Banish debate, he cries, and on with good deeds.
Looked at in the context of the wider society, this is tantamount to saying, away
with politics—the reasoned discussion, analysis and attempted solution of life's
problems. Why must these people cling so desperately to the status quo, and
fear 'disruptive’ individualism?
Miss Spooner reports with evident pride, ‘Our residents have a strong community

spirit, and little individualism.’ ('All individuals to the Lord High Executioner!')
How indebted we are to have such as Mr. Bagnall to speak for us all, to decree
the ultimate truth, and to lead lesser mortals along the paths of righteousness to

the Utopia of a Greenhill, where has been achieved ’that master plan', which has
eluded so many for so long.
But he does not, cannot, must not speak for all men. An end to debate means an
end to freedom of expressed thought, word and deed; the end to one’s being,
self-identity. The descent, ever more rapid, into the depths of apathy, where
discussion is rejected as futile, and one needs be satisfied with the ‘confidential

chat'. Where life is only rendered bearable with the help of 'a hilarious impromptu
concert'.
A wonderland, insists Miss Spooner, but like Alice's Wonderland, an illusion,
an escape from everyday reality, consciously created by those of her ilk, because
things run better that way—for the administration. But it's not life. Life is hard,
sometimes uncomfortable, unpredictable. Her people are denied this. A false

euphoria has been created which they cannot begin to realise until they escape to
join real people.

To ’protect' residents of Cheshire Homes from reality in this manner is to deny
them their adult status. Is this an anachronism the Cheshire Foundation wishes to
perpetuate?
-_

From: D.J., Le Court, Hants.

In reply to Sally Spooner's letter I can only agree with her when she states that
the Cheshire Homes were founded by the GO. 'for disabled people still able to
play their part in life if given the opportunity'.
But from that sentence on, the letter proves just how little has been done to

advance this belief at Greenhill House.
The picture painted by the writer shows us a group of disabled people being

,,
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m
'mothered' by a Matron, entertained by the Warden, and put to bed like good
little children at 9.30 pm, just when the 'telly’ begins to get interesting. Individualism
has been so well suppressed that only one resident wants a room of his own.

The Home is easy to run from the staff point of view; residents apparently don't
have any! This according to Sally Spooner is ‘the Master Plan'.
No individualism! Please protect me from such a place.

From: Len Harper, Cann House,
Tamerton Foliot, Plymouth, Devon.

I have been a Cheshire Home resident for almost 13 years, so I can speak with a
certain amount of experience.
It was in May 1956 that I went to St. Teresa's, Cornwall. Within a very short time l
knew that I had done a wise thing in applying for admission there. I found a
cheerfulness and a 'family spirit' that I soon learned to cherish. Let those who scoff
at the 'family' idea scoff if they like—but results speak for themselves. There was

an atmosphere that I had never imagined possible, and as time went on the feeling
of 'belonging' grew stronger and stronger in me.

I challenge Brian Line's assertion that Le Court was a model for all the other Homes
to follow. St. Teresa's, during the years I lived there, was second to none. Not only

was it the first Cheshire Home to be purpose-built from scratch; but it had a type
of resident that would be hard to match anywhere.
St. Teresa's was second to none in what was being done by the residents, supported
and encouraged by the Management Committee and Matron. In less than three
years, we raised £550 towards the new extensions to the Home. Later, at the request
of G.C., we raised £1,200, in just over two years, for the Raphael Centre, Dehra
Dun, India, and followed this up by sending a donation of £200 towards the upkeep

of one child at the Centre.
What is a Cheshire Home? l have no hesitation in saying that St. Teresa's as I knew
it was a pattern for the rest to follow. There is not the slightest need in the
Homes for the ideas and suggestions put forward by Brian Line. They are neither
feasible nor practical. All sections in a Home have their part to play, but they should

all work together, not in opposition to each other. Yes, a business-like and lively
Residents' Welfare Committee is a necessity, but not for any of its members to
attend Management Committee meetings. My experience as Chairman of the St.
Teresa's Residents' Committee was of the Management Committee always being
very co-operative and ready to listen to whatever we had to say to them.
All I want to show in this letter is that it is perfectly possible to have a smoothly

and competently run Home, with no fuss and the minimum of trouble.
I have deliberately avoided any mention of Cann House, my present'Home. But that
is not out of any disrespect to this Home. Since the debate is about ’What is a

Cheshire Home?’ l have to stick to the one Home I can speak about with any real
knowledge.

From: Resident in East Midland
Cheshire Home
(name and address supplied)

l have read all the articles in the Cheshire Smile, and agree with several points
made. There is not enough contact between management, staff and residents; there
should be a representative resident and staff at Meetings whenever things affecting
them personally are being considered, I don’t think it wise for a resident to

attend when matters concerning fellow residents are being considered; we are
entitled to have our affairs private.

The Committee would have greater insight on our difficulties if they had more
contact with us. We never see some of our Committee members from one fete to
another, except on special occasions. I know they all have their private lives, but

how can they know what we need if we are never asked. If they would only let
us live as we want to'instead of as they think we ought to, it would save a lot

of unhappiness and frustration.
As regards helping. Some could do more for themselves but don't try—since the
staff do so many things for them. I can't do anything for myself, but manage to

grip a pen or a needle with my thumb-end on the side of my hand. As well as
writing I do needle-work and crochet.
i think single rooms are best, unless a shared room is preferred. I share a double

room but my room-mate is mobile and doesn't spend much time in it. There is a
danger of the Homes becoming too self-centred. l would like to see each U.K.
Home adopt one of those overseas Maybe in the future, exchange holidays can be
arranged.
An attitude I dislike is that of ’we don't have to pay, so what does it matter'.
This in regard to waste, lights left on, food left over, etc.

We are fortunate in having good staff; we appreciate the way they do their work
cheerfully. At times, theirs is not an easy job. I don't think I could ever do some of
the tasks even if I were an able bod. Still, i am very thankful that there are people

who willingly do anything needed.
0n the whole, there is very little cause for complaint. It's the little pin pricks that
are so irritating.

From: Iris Chant, Le Court, Hants.

I fail to see how Sally Spooner in her letter can state that Greenhill House has
achieved the system that the Le Court Management Committee described during
the Debate To me, the Le Court Committee's letter pointed to the encouragement
of disabled people to be active individuals. This is totally contradictd by Miss
Spooner's proud assertion that the residents at Greenhill have little individualism.
The word 'individual' is defined as a single human person. Take away his

individuality, and there is no self-identity left. Does she think this a good thing for
people in general, or for disabled people in particular? l strongly suspect she
applies it only to the latter

This attitude breeds apathy, which in turn results in an easily manageable
community where, as she says, 'most of us are in bed by 9.30 pm.’ Does she
herself really retire by 9.30 pm, and do the residents have her freedom of choice
should they wish to stay up later?

Miss Spooner, move with the times! Think of your residents as individuals with
the rightful opportunity for self—expression.

Three for Society
(continued from page 16)

within her handicap, leads an active and energetic life. She has taught herself to type,
and keeps up a large correspondence, is a pop fan, has her favourite ﬁlm stars,
and loves parties.
Michael is 24, and while the least handicapped,.has to cope with partial deafness and
a speech impediment. He has a job, and gets on well with his friends at work. But it
is difficult to get to know people, and in the past he has had more than his share of
adolescent problems. Once, as he says, he used to visit clubs and dance halls, but
everybody stared and misunderstood him. Now he amuses himself by going to
football matches, by playing chess, and by trips to the imperial War Museum.
Three for Society was produced for the Spastics Society by Samaritan Films, and
directed by Peter Kingsgate Smith. It was made over an unusually long period of
about nine months, the greater part of which was taken up by the efforts of the film
makers to acquaint themselves with the problems of the people who are the subject

of the film.
(Spastics Society, 12 Park Crescent, London W.1. Tel : 01-636 5020).

New Lives for Old—The Story of the Cheshire Homes, by Wilfrid Russell. Gollancz.

Cheshire Homes Story
2nd Ed. 1969. 305.

Due to the continuing demand for it, a new edition of New Lives for Old by Wilfrid
Russell has recently been published. The book still contains the Foreword by H.R.H.
The Duke of Edinburgh. But Mr. Russell, who is the Vice~Chairman of the U.K.

Cheshire Foundation, has written an entirely new chapter for this edition, bringing
the book right up to date with the history of the Foundation in this country and
overseas.

WATCH FOR IT!
If you see news items or photographs
about the Homes in newspapers or magazines, please cut them out and send them
to the Editor at Le Court, with the name
of the publication and date of issue. You

IIATPADI SAYS
THANK YOU

can all be news—scouts for the 'Cheshire

Mrs. R. George {Secretary of the Committee, Katpadi Cheshire Home, South

Smile'.

India), who attended the International
Conference, left this message with Frank
Spath before she returned home. It was

NEW GUINEA
CHILDREN
Extracts from

a

letter

this Indian Home that Le Court residents
adopted many years ago. They have been
raising money specifically to send out
an annual donation towards its upkeep.
sent

by

Sister

Annette, Matron of the Cheshire Home

I am extremely thankful to the organisers

for Children at Port Moresby, Territory
of Papua and New Guinea.

of this unique Conference for the opportunity afforded me to visit this country,
to participate in these deliberations, and
to come down here to meet all the

We now have twelve children here,
which is our full capacity, considering

the size of the Home and the number of

“Around
6
“Homes

staff. All the children are mentally or
physically retarded to a severe degree.
Six of them can do nothing for them~
selves, and are entirely dependent on the
staff and they are heavy children to lift
and carry. . . They are all lovable youngsters. The younger ones especially have

gentle little ways that help me to cope
with other things not quite so joyous.

I am hoping that in the near future we
shall be able to get some indigenous

people at Le Court. Conferences of this
kind are indeed useful in showing us how
best we can help the handicapped men
and women and children, how best we
can make them feel they are one with all
the others and none the worse for being
disabled.

After this visit to Le Court, I shall return
to my country full of new ideas and
plans for further improvements to our
Home at Katpadi—which is meant for
burnt—out leprosy patients.

Sisters trained in our Home. They are
not easy to come by. . . .
Last Christmas we were given a bus by
one of the steamship companies. The
children greatly enjoy the outings in the
bus, especially trips to the beach for
swims. l heard one of the little boys

Please permit me to express, on behalf
of the residents at Katpadi and my Com—
mittee, our profound gratitude to the
residents at Le Court for the help rendered to their sister-Home. Our gratitude
also to our Group Captain and to the

telling a visitor the other day how he had
been water skiing. Actually, one of the

kind hospitality and love.

Cheshire Foundation in the U.K. for their

nurses had taken him out on a rubber

Topical items, facts and views from
the Cheshire Homes all over the
world. This section will be a news
miscellany of interest to readers in

general. So please send us brief
accounts of what you’ve been
doing and thinking recently.

cushion and given him the time of his
life floating about on the waves. . . .

BATHING POOL OPENED

Only two of the children can speak, this

On 12th February, the Tengku Ampuan

little boy, Lui, and Jeanie, who is making

of Selangor officially declared open the
new $16,000 hydrotherapy pool in the

rapid progress.

INDIA
The number of patients in the Indian
Cheshire Homes is not easy to come by,

grounds of the Selangor Home by
launching into the pool, as can be seen
in the photo, 14-year-old Teo Choon
Hang, a post-polio boy. Some of the
staff and committee members are in the
background.

but from looking through the most recent
reports from the 14 Homes it would seem

that the total is about 320.
It is possible that further Homes may be
started at Amrarati, Cochin and Madurai.

The pool was donated by 20 companies
in Selangor, and is 36 feet by 18 feet
with depths from 1% feet to 3% feet, and

has a capacity of 9,000 gallons. It is
the first of its kind to be constructed
for a Cheshire Home.
The idea of the pool was first mooted
by the general
manager of Taylor

Woodrow

Overseas

Limited,

Mr.

Tom

Merrifield, whilst watching the residents
bathing at a picnic in Port Dickson
some time ago. He was amazed at the
joy on the faces of the handicapped
children and adults as they became
mobile in the water. He offered to construct the pool.
The deeper portion will be used for
hydrotherapy under the supervision of
a voluntary physiotherapist, while the
shallower areas will be used for the
children to play and exercise their limbs

under

the

supervision

of

voluntary

helpers.

MINI-COACH FOR
MAURITIUS
See 'Bathing Pool Opened'.
Recently, the Cheshire Home at Tamarin
in Mauritius was fortunate in being given
a new mini-coach by Variety Clubs

International. The Governor General of
the island presented the coach to the
Prime Minister, Sir Seewoosagor Ram-

goolam, who is the Chairman of the
Cheshire Homes Trust in Mauritius.
We have just received a photo (shown
on this page) of the family at the Tamarin

Home, with the Matron and some of the
Committee.

Every share is numbered, and every
number goes into a six-monthly draw for

good odds is expected to earn Heatherley a handsome profit every year.

a hew Mini, or £500 cash prize, with a

Rosa l. Searle

consolation prize of £25, And every week
all 200 members go into a draw for a
£5 weekly prize.
So by joining the 200 Club, every share
you buy gives you in any one year:
1, a 100—1 chance of winning a new Mini

or £500
2, a 100—1 chance of winning £5
3, 52 chances of winning £5

FANTASTIC
GAMBLE

Each shareholder also receives two
tickets to a cocktail party at which the
Autumn car draw is held each year.

With the kind permission of the Abbot
This
and Community of Worth Abbey, HeatherIey Cheshire Home held what has become
their Annual Ball at the Abbey.
The event proved to be an outstanding
success once again, But this time there
was the added interest of the inaugura-

tion of the 200 Club, which has been
formed to aid the Home's expenses. It
was started at Crawley Down because
the Double Century Club run at Hay-

wards Heath was so successful.
Just 200 shares were on sale to a maximum of 200 people. One could buy as
many shares as one liked, provided you
agreed to pay 5s. per week per share for
as long as you hold the share, and for
a minimum of one year.

See ‘Mini-Coach for Mauritius'

fantastic

gamble

with

extremely

MATFEN HALL
Very successful fete on 14th June, even
though there was a little rain in the after—
noon. Opened by John Gregson together
with Julia Lockwood. An attraction was
the Inter—Cities Fairs Cup which Newcastle United had won three days before,
The proceeds amounted to about £2,800.

of G.C.'s work. Tribute for the organising
is due to our Chairman, Mrs. M. Simmons
(widow of the first Chairman of the Man-

agement Committee). Imagine our delight

all—an—

in learning that £850 was taken on the
day. We made the staggering figure of
£2,700, thereby exceeding our target by

£200.
Carnsalloch

E
E

all—an...

Open Day at Carnsalloch was held on
22nd June. Over 400 people came along,
and it was altogether a very successful
day. Some tables were set out in our
newly laid patio, where to the tune of
the bagpipes girls delighted everyone
with highland dancing. A beat group was
very popular with the young people. The
residents' work-stall was in the house

and did a brisk trade.

INCOME COMES DOWN
COSTS GO UP
'There is a feeling about that the Home
is now well-established, and is receiving

abundant funds, and there is no need to
give as much support,’ said Mr. R. A.
Henley, Treasurer, at the A.G.M. of The

Grove, the Norwich Cheshire Home. He
wanted to counter this idea. Income from
voluntary
tained as
risen. The
alarmingly

sources had not been mainpreviously, yet expenses had
annual deficit had leapt up
compared with the previous

year, and this was causing considerable
concern to the Management Committee.

‘SUMMER EVENTS’
dered how it would be. Now it is over,

Whitcliffe Mount Grammar School which
each year allows us to use the school
and grounds for this great event.

dining room. He likes to do it, and it
certainly helps the staff.

dents

Photo: Derek Richardson

singing

‘For

He's a

Jolly

Good

Feliow' as the G.C. left.
One improvement he saw at Marske Hall
had just been completed. The forecourt
and driveway had been entirely re-surfaced so that wheelchairs could be more
easily propelled. The cost of this was
met by the residents, but the actual work
was done free of charge by the staff of a
local firm on a Saturday.

Ridley, who has had several novels published and is now writing another, has
moved to Matfen Hall, and is greatly
missed.

NORMAL SERVICE
WILL BE RESUMED
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE

Cotswold Home
We, the residents, held a Cotswold Mini—

A camera team from Tyne-Tees Television more or less took over Matfen and

Market and Floral Arrangement Display,
and were really overcome by the support given us by people from far and
wide. Lady Dowty opened the proceed—

in June when they were filming a documentary programme to be televised in
the autumn showing what life is like in

ings and later on gave the Floral Display.

those two local Homes.

The Mayor attended the opening, with
the Mayoress, to signify his appreciation

The Homes were almost transformed into
film studios, with are lamps, cameras,
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This is Harry Brown at Marske Hall.
Every day he lays the tables in the

able weekend, and ended with the resi-

their thousands, and we had a record
take. Many thanks are due to all our
helpers and friends, and especially to the

Whilst it was a little nerve-racking to
have microphones thrust under one's
nose, with Geoff asking all sorts of unexpected questions, under the unblinking
eye of a film camera and the heat of
blazing lights, I think the majority of us
benefited
from
the
experience.
We
finished up far less camera-shy and mikeconscious than we had been when they

came.
Marske Hall, the North Yorkshire Home,
enjoyed a two-day visit from the Group
Captain at the end of May. He arrived
just in time to open the annual fete
(which brought in a record £800), and
the next day took part in the Family Day
for the Northern Region. It was a memor—

One of Marske Hall's residents, Sheila

we all agree it was the best yet. The
weather was perfect, people turned up in

place. But a very good relationship was
built up between the team and the residents and staff. Jeremy Lack and Geoff
Drewett, who are producing the programme, said they were very grateful for
the cooperation received at all levels,
while the residents found ample compensation for the disruption of life in
watching what goes on behind the
scenes of TV programmes.

Marske Hall

Kenmore
The usual hard work began six months
before Fete Day, and as always we won-

cables, etc., lying around all over the

Marske Cheshire Homes for three weeks

It is not known at present when the half»
hour programme will be screened, but if
thoroughness is any criterion, then this
should be a worthwhile effort, it could
do much to educate the viewing public
in Northumberland, Durham and the North
Riding regarding the great job being done
by the Cheshire Homes in their midst.
Tom Gair

RBDEDICATION
The Toc H Branch at Coomb Cheshire
Home held a re<dedication service in the
local parish church last June, conducted
by the Vicar of Llangynog, the Rev. A, J,
Jones. The principal members of the congregation are seen in the accompanying
photograph. The Bishop of St. Davids,
who preached the sermon, is fourth from
left in the back row. At the extreme right
of the same row is the Vicar of Llangynog, who sits on the Management

Committee of the Home.

lNDlAN REMEMBRANCE
A short, gentle, bespectacled Indian
called at Beechwood Cheshire Home.
’Could I supply and serve a meal for the
residents next Wednesday? I would like
to give them an Indian meal" he said. We
thanked him and accepted his generous
offer,
Wednesday came round and our friend
arrived with his brother and innumerable
bags, baskets and containers, We commenced with sticky oval sweetmeats
which were
followed
with
yoghurt
raisins and rice. We then had a type of
stew, and were shown how to collect
this on to chapatties for eating. Rice
with chicken and pickles came, and then
we had a green salad. Bright yellow balls
were handed round, and we finished off
with fruit and cream. Never was a meal
so varied, and never did a meal take so
long at Beechwood, The concert party
who entertained us that night must have
been startled at the unusual supper given

to them afterwards from the remnants of
our feast.
Our residents reacted in various ways.
Some tried everything, and one went
through the lot and boasted she was on
a diet. The staff were so busy serving
that she was able to have a plate of
everything. Cautious souls had salad and
then fruit and cream, but most of them
agreed it was 'different’ and some of the
dishes were delicious. The correct atmosphere was maintained by the playing of
Indian music records by Mr. Bansal‘s
younger brother.
When we asked Mr. Bansal to come
forward to receive our thanks he told
us quite simply that his brother who was
a paraplegic had died in India exactly a
year ago that day. To perpetuate his
memory he wished to give a treat to
other handicapped people. We were indeed glad to be the subject of his
generosity.

Photo: W. D. Evans

See ’Re-Dedication’
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PRESENTATION
TO MISS PADEIELD
At the Cotswold Cheshire Home, Miss
N. E. Padfield, one of the pioneers of the
Home for the past ten years, who recently relinquished her much valued daily
work for health reasons, was presented
with a gift from everyone at the Home.
In the photo, she is seen holding a
bouquet, flanked by Ivy Charlesworth

(first resident at the Home) and the two
Matrons.

6.0. AT LE COURT
Group Captain Cheshire visted Le Court
on 19th July to officially open the new

Walter and Minnie Wright Wing and the
Service Corps hostel and study centre. In
the afternoon he also opened the 21st
Anniversary Garden Fete at the Home. A

popular Folk Nite was held in the evening. Fine weather all day.

mental

different

THESE HADTIME
Councillor Scothorn of Worsborough, a
little mining village in Yorkshire, heard
Leonard Cheshire speak about 10 years
ago. He was inspired, and felt he should
help. Friends of his, singers and entertainers, were gathered together into
a concert party to raise money for the
Cheshire Homes. When they visited

Beechwood in May, they announced that
over the years £5,600 had been handed

oven
An old age pensioner, Mrs. Corbett who
lived near Beechwood felt she wanted
to help. With green fingers she took

cuttings from her garden and sold plants,
also with begged scraps of material she

made cushion covers. She has raised in
odd shillings £120 for the Home.
Who are we to say we haven't time or
energy to do or help.

40

countries

dancers come from

and

entertain

the

public on the Castle Esplanade. You can
imagine the excitement therefore when
we at Mayfield House were told we were
to have a Mini-tattoo, and saw the scaf~
folding builders at work on our tarmac
square at the back of the house, and
learned that the Castle Brigadier was to
take the salute.
Friends of Mayfield Association had
invited about 250 disabled from schools,

STARTING UP
IN WEST LANCS
In June 1968, a Support Group was
formed in Formby, on the west coast of
Lancashire, with the aim of establishing a
Cheshire Home on that coast. The first
effort brought in £50, and since then a
variety of functions have been organised
by the Committee. Although Formby is
only a small place where the largest hall
holds a maximum of 250 people, the
community as a whole has supported the
efforts well, resulting in the sum of £1,400
being raised by the end of the first year.
Publicity has been generously given by
the local newspaper and the public
library.

MINI TATTOO
AT MAYEIELD

Cripple Aid Centres, Social Clubs, etc.,
and at 7 pm. on 7th June a great tide
of our guests flowed from their buses to
the grandstand erected for them.
The 64th Edinburgh Boys Brigade Coy.
opened the Tattoo with a fanfare of trumpets, and there followed entertainment
from the pipes and drums of the 71st
Scottish Engineers Regiment, Military
Band of the Royal Scots, the Polish Folk

Dance Ensemble, Edinburgh

Each year during the Edinburgh Festival
of Music and Drama a selection of regi-

See 'Presentation to Miss Padfie/d'

University

Trampoline Club, Royal Scottish Country
Dance Society, City Police Cadets. It
was very colourful to see the sun shining

on all the different tartans and watch the
whirling of the Polish national costumes.
The finale combined the bands and
assembly of all performers, and following
the Sunset Call the salute was taken by
Brig. Alisdair Maclean. It is wonderful to

think that all the performers and workers
gave of their time and energy voluntarily.
We express our thanks to all those who
helped to make the occasion a memor-

able one.
Photo: Cheltenham Newspaper Co.

bands and

m

3355::

are eight in number at present—have
settled in very well. Progress is being
made with the conversion of the house,
and very soon we hope to increase our
numbers. The Committee and nursing
staff are really wonderful, and nothing is

ULLO

too much trouble for them. There is also
a grand bunch of volunteers who help us
generally, especially at weekends.

The residents and staff, with the aid of
the Garstang Support Group, are giving
their first Garden Fete on 2nd August.

uw;

The photo on this page shows a group of
residents at the Home, with Mrs. Rose
Braysford top right.

BANBIIIIY
OFFICIAL OPENING

ARMS OF THE LAW

acknowledge the sum of over £3,500
which the Group had raised from a
Sponsored Walk held in April; also our

You might not know it at first glance,
additional £400 from other efforts for The
but the two young ladies in the picture
are police cadets, on a tour of duty at

Marske Hall Cheshire Horne. They are
giving a helping hand to Elizabeth.
The Home owes a great debt to the
police forces of the district, which
arranged for the cadets (most of them
young men, of course) to come to
Marske Hall in pairs for a fortnight.

Photo: Derek Richardson.

CHESHIRE
GREETS CHESHIRE

Hill this year.’

OAKLANDS-THE
NORTH LANCS HOME
Our correspondent at Oaklands is Mrs.
Rose Braysford, aged 39, who has been
in a geriatric ward for ﬁve years, and is
now installed at the Home where she is
really enioying life. She is learning to
type, and has taken on the task of
writing a monthly news-bulletin.
She has sent us the following report:

‘Oaklands' is a beautiful Home situated
Group Captain Cheshire attended a dance
at Lymm, Cheshire, in May, given by the

local Support Group for The Hill, the
Cheshire Home at Sandbach. The Lymm

Group reports, 'From the time that the
Group Captain was met at the station by
our President, Dr. Wraith, until he left to
stay overnight at The Hill, we felt it a
privilege to have him with us and proud
to help him in his work. The Group Captain was pleased during his visit to

on the outskirts of Garstang, North Lan—
cashire. It is enveloped in ornamental
gardens with undulating lawns interspersed with variegated vegetation. On
very hot days the lovely trees and
flowers, the pathways winding crazily
through the lawns, the songs of the birds
—-—all give the place a tropical-like aura.
Our Home has only been open since 16th
March this year, and the residents—we

On 30th May, the Group Captain came to
Greenhill House, the Oxfordshire Cheshire
Home, and in the presence of 3,000
people officially declared the Home open.
The Group Captain was introduced by
the Chairman of the Home, Alderman Eric
Wordsworth, and also present was the
President, Mr. J. H. Black with Mrs.
Black, the Mayors of Banbury and Woodstock and their wives. After congratu«
lating all concerned in the work of the
Home, the Group Captain spoke feelingly
of his recent visit to the Home in Biafra,
where despite the fighting going on all
around it, the Home still survived. Many
visitors went round the house and its

See ’Oaklands—The North Lancs Home’.

beautiful grounds, in which various stalls
provided opportunities for them to pur—
chase gifts given to the Home, and in
particular a stall provided entirely by the
residents, sales from which realised over

£100.
In all, a total of just over £1,000 was
realised, and in a vote of thanks to the
Group Captain, Mr. Neil Marten reminded

his audience that the first meeting of the

Crisp—On 15th February, Joan Crisp, a

resident at The Grove.
Davies—Elma

Davies, one

of the first

residents at Marske Hall.
Hampton—On 21st July, Jack Hampton,
aged 56, a resident at Le Court since
October 1968.

Holmes—On 6th June, Andrew Holmes,
aged 51, a resident at Carnsalloch since

1968.

Steering Committee was held at his home

Jeffers—On

just about two years ago.

aged 58, a resident at Holme Lodge.

4th

April,

Robert

Jeffers,

Vaughan—On 26th May, Brenda Vaughan,
a resident at Danybryn since January

WE SHALL
REMEMBER THEM...

1968.
Would the Home kind/y send full details

for the column direct to the Editor.

Amongst recent deaths were :
Clayden—On 9th February, Mrs. Alice
Clayden, one of the first residents at
Seven Rivers.

'Wings of Raphael’
Since 1961, more than £4,600 has been raised by the Bridlington
(Yorks) 'Wings

of Raphael’ Group which supports the Raphael Centre at Dehra Dun, India.
Last
year, the Group raised £745, and this was inadvertently printed
as £475 'in our last

WORLD’S
LARGEST
SALE
_

EXX‘ELA
CIGARETTE PAPERS
ROLLING MACHINES
POUCH OUTFITS
FILTER TIPS

Elusive Butterfly

by Ruth Carey (of Athol House)
One day in early summer three of us set out to explore the upper reaches of the
River Dove. We bicycled up hill till we came to the confines of Derbyshire, and,
leavmg our machines propped against a stone wall, turned into a little field where

water emerged from the ground to begin its long journey to the sea. This was
the Baby Dove, only a few inches wide, but soon to grow bigger and stronger

till the trout and grayling revelled in it which lzaak Walton made famous and
wrote of in his Comp/eat Angler.
I forget now after nearly 25 years exactly what we hoped to ﬁnd in this wild
lonely moorland. Perhaps a ring ousel’s nest. But as we crossed a meadow I

suddenly stopped as a pointer will at the sight of a partridge, and we all looked
down at an unusual leaf that would have been crushed by my foot with one more
step. An orchid obviously, but which kind? The botanist of the party said a

greater butterfly, which was very exciting as we knew of no others for miles.
Where there was one, surely there must be more—with flowers, which this one

@ut of
' C"Doors
Edited by Ruth Carey
The Editor of this feature appeals to
Cheshire Home residents for more
pieces, short or not so short, to include
in future issues. Many of you must have
reminiscences of happenings that took

place 'far from the madding crowd'.

had not. So we hunted and hunted all over the field, and even looked accusingly
at a grazing cow nearby, but her reproachful eyes declared her innocence and we
left her to her peaceful contemplations. We continued our search downstream,
clambering up steep bilberry-covered banks and hoping against hope for the sight
of white butterfly-like flowers on a six or seven inch stalk, but all to no avail.
Eventually we turned homeward, planning to bring the local field—club to continue
the hunt for the elusive butterfly orchid that we were convinced grew somewhere

near.
When the field-club came a week or so later, the only guidance we could give
was to describe the flower and tell where not to look i.e. the ground previously
covered. We saw lovely mountain pansies with blue and yellow petals, and
crossed a sphagnum moss bog into which one of the children sank ankle-deep
these
and had to be extricated and cleaned up, but found no butterflies. I've seen
little
flowers growing in woods, and my hopes were raised when we reached a
bush
wood, but again no luck. As we came out into the open a mountain currant
lover.
was flourishing on acid soil which was odd because it is really a limestone
beside the
It must have been introdced from the garden of a tumbledown cottage
the river Dove,
steep rough bridle path leading down to a packhorse bridge over
of
which forms the boundary between Derbyshire and the adjoining county
to the
Staffordshire. I like to think of strings of laden beasts bringing goods
outlying villages in days gone by before roads were much good.

I
After a long fruitless search we were just about to abandon our quest when
grew in a
took the opportunity to go and look at the saw»wort flowers that
hay
little hilly field close by. A few of us climbed up the rocky slope to the
but, to our
field to be greeted not only by the purple thistle-like saw-wort flowers,
the
joy and surprise, by an equal number of butterfly orchids all ready to open

greenish white buds into fascinating pure white blossoms resembling the insect
the plants
after which it is called. This thrilling sight ended our hunt, and one of

given
was dug up most carefully and taken home to be put into a flower pot and
m windowsill,
to me as the finder. lt flowered for several years on the drawing-roo
evenings
although orchids don't take kindly to transplanting as a rule. In the
to attract moths
a beautiful scent pervaded the'room, by which the orchid hoped

to pollinate it. But no moths came so far as I know, and after some years it
View of the
gave up trying. The memory of our long search and final triumphant
will always
uncommon saw-wort mingling with the rare greater butterﬁy orchids

be a source of lasting pleasure to me.

Tables and Chairs

just
The Disabled Living Activities Group, as part of their Information Service, has

published a second study of furniture specially suitable for disabled people. It is
concerned with all types of tables and upright chairs.

Copies of the leaﬂet are obtainable, price 1s. 6d. each, from the Disabled Living
Activities Group, Vincent House, Vincent Square, London, S.W.1.

_

Mission for the Relief of Suffering
Registered in the U.K. as a Charity

Founders: Sue Ryder, O.B.E., Group Captain G. L. Cheshire, V.C., D.S.O., D.F.C.,
and Rev. Mother Teresa, M.C.

President: Mrs. Lakshmi Pandit
Out of the combined work of the Sue
Ryder

Foundation

and

the

Cheshire

Foundation Homes for the Sick there has
evolved the concept of an association—
or family—of separate and autonomous
organisations, each devoted in its own
way to the relief of suffering but all
sharing the same ideals and principles.

The function of this Mission is, on the
one hand, to strengthen its memberorganisations by virtue of making them
part of some larger entity, and, on the
other hand, to extend their opportunity of
doing good by the possibility of joint and
concerted action. Application for mem-

bership from any charitable organisation
is always welcome.

As one step towards this goal, the
member Foundations have pooled some
of their resources and experience in
order to meet specific and urgent needs

not falling within their respective terms
of

reference,

and

have

set

up

the

following:

cares for nearly 300 persons in need,
including

130

leprosy

patients,

80

severely mentally retarded children, and
64 destitute children. There is also a
40-bed hospital.
Administrator: Colonel Uttam Singh
Raj.

Raphael

P.O. Box 157, Dehra Dun. U.P., India.
Under the personal supervision of Sue
Ryder and Leonard Cheshire, and staffed
in part by volunteer nurses, physio—

therapists and others from Australia,
New Zealand and Great Britain. This
Unit, which was started in 1959, now

Gabriel Rehabilitation Centre
(Punarvazhvo
lllam),
Mandappakkam
Village, St. Thomas Mount, Madras-16.
A residential Training Centre for the disabled, including leprosy sufferers.
Chairman: Mr. S. Aruldoss.
Superintendent: Mr. A. F. Morris.

1 Sue Ryder Foundation
Registered in the U.K. as a Charity

Sue Ryder Homes, Cavendish, Suffolk.
Tel: Glemsford 252.

Sue

Ryder

Cavendish,

Founder: Sue Ryder, O.B.E.

Homes

for

Concentration

Camp Victims
a

permanent

Home

for 30

survivors.

Hon. Advisers: Sir Eric Berthoud,
K.C.M.G., M.A./Mr. K. Johnstone,
C.M.G./Sir George Clutton, K.C.M.G./

Mr. J. Priest, J.P.
Hon. Medical Advisers: Dr. Grace
Grifﬁths, MB
Dr. W. T. Tillman, M.D., M.R.C.P.

Hickleton Hall, near Doncaster, Yorks.
(Goldthorpe 2070)
Chairman: Mr. G. Bostock.
Housemother: Miss Mollie Trim.

Eight homes and several flats, built
mostly by international teams of volun-

Secretaries: Miss C. Brooks/ Miss S.
Jollands/ Miss S. Curran/
Miss H. Phayre.

teers, for those whose health is broken,
and for others released from prison and
in need of rehabilitation and help.

Completely undenominational, and rely-

voluntary

St. Christopher Kreis,

contributions,

Foundation was started

the

by Sue Ryder

to bring relief to survivors who, as a
result of Nazi persecution, particularly in
the concentration camps, are now sick,

homeless or in some kind of need. It
seeks above all to render personal ser-

i
lg.
‘i

vice and affection to the survivors as a
small token of remembrance, not only to
the living, but to the millions who died.
Thus, the work is a living memorial. The
Foundation is not restricted to helping
only survivors, but is devoted to the

relief of suffering on a wide scale.
44

ages.

Twenty-two

Homes

have

been

Kalwaria, Gydnia, Helenow, Konstancin,

St. Christopher Settlement,
Grossburgwedal, Hanover.
Chairman: Frau Dr. Fliigge.

General Treasurer: Mr. B. Morris,
F.Comm.A.

on

Prefabricated Homes, each containing
between 30—58 beds, and costing £9,300
to erect and equip, are sent from England
to relieve the distress of the survivors.
their children, and the chronic sick of all
established at Browina, Bydgoszcz, Gora

Dr. M. Ryder, M.B.

ing

Countries, Ministry of Health and Social
Welfare, ul. Miodowa 15, Warsaw.

Berlinerstrasse, Frankfurt a.M.
Chairman: H.R.H. Princess Margaret of
Hesse and the Rhein.
Since 1945, Sue Ryder has been personally responsible for the visiting, after-

care, and rehabilitation of the homeless
boys of eight nationalities in German
prisons.

Homes for the Sick and Disabled in
Poland
In co-operation with Director J. Sieklucki,
Office for Co-operation with Foreign

Krolewska Gora, Lodz, Naleczow, Pruszkow, Radom, ‘Radzymin,
and Zyrardow.

Zielona

Gore

Homes for the Sick and Disabled in
Yugoslavia

in conjunction with Mrs. F. Defranceski,
Secretariat of Health and Social Welfare.
Sixteen Homes have been established at
Belgrade, Bitola, Gospic, Kragujevac,
Mostar,
Pristina,
Risan,
Slavonska
Pozega, Travnik.
Homes for the Sick and Disabled in
Greece
Chairman: Air Vice-Marshal N. Overoff.
One Home has been established near
Athens.
Homes for the Sick and Disabled in
Israel
Chairman: Dr. Kurtz.
Sue Ryder Home to be established.

2 The Cheshire Foundation Homes for the Sick
Registered in accordance with the Charities Act 1960

United Kingdom

Trustees: Dr. Margaret Agerholm, M.A.,

7 Market Mews, London, W1Y 8HP

B.M., B.Ch.(0xon)/Peter Allott, Esq./

Telegrams, Cheshome, London, W1

D.C.L.

Group Capt. G. L. Cheshire, V.C., D.S.O.,
D.F.C./ Mrs. Sue Ryder Cheshire, 0.B.E./
Mrs. M. M. Clark, J.P./R. G. Emmett,
Esq/The Earl Ferrers/ J. R. Handscomb,
Esq/His Honour Judge Rowe Harding/

The Rt. Hon. The Lord Denning, P.C.

H. E. Marking, Esq., C.B.E., M.C./Miss

Tel: 01-499 2665
Patrons: Dr. G. C. Cheshire, F.B.A.,

chairman: The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice
Edmund Davies.

C. E. Morris, M.B.E./T. Pearce, Esq.,
M.C./B. Richards, Esq/Peter Rowntree,

Secretary: Miss C. T. Short.
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. Elizabeth
Chadwick.

Hon. Medical Adviser: Dr. Basil
Kiernander, M.R.C.P.
Hon. Treasurer:
R. G. Emmett, Esq.

Esq./W. W. Russell, Esq. (ViceChairman)/The Lord Sinclair, M.V.O.

;.

U.K. Cheshire Homes Directory
Tel. Nos.
Ofﬁce Residents
—

Alne Hall, Alne, York, OEG 73

Tollerton

295

Ampthill Park House, Ampthill, Bedfordshire.

Ampthill

3247

—

01-670 3740

—

6770

Huddersfield

29526

—

22813

Cann House, Tamerton Foliot, Plymouth, Devon

Plymouth

71742

—

72645

Carnsalloch House, Kirkmahoe, Dumfries

Dumfries

4924

—

Athol House, 138 College Road, London, S.E.19

Beechwood, Bryan Road, Edgerton, Huddersﬁeld, Yorkshire

3173

Champion House, Calverley, Bradford, Yorkshire

Chiltern Cheshire Home, North Park, Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

Gerrards Cross

86170

——

84572

Llanstephan

292

—

310

Coomb, Llanstephan, Carmarthenshire

52569

——

Cotswold Cheshire Home, Overton Road, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL50 1PF

Cheltenham

Danybryn, Radyr, Glamorgan, CF4 8XA

Radyr

237

—-

Dolywem, Pontfadog, Llangollen, Denbighshire

Glynceiriog

303

—

Eithinog, Old Highway, Colwyn Bay, Denbighshire

Colwyn Bay

2404

-—

Greathouse, Kington Langley, Chippenham, Wiltshire

Kington Langley

235

—

327

Greenacres, 39 Vesey Road, Sutton Coldﬁeld, Warwickshire

Sutton

7753

—

7960

Greenhill House, Timsbury, Bath, Somerset

Timsbury

533

—

The Grove, East Carleton, Norwich, Norfolk, NOR 94W
Heatherley, Efﬁngham Lane, Copthorne, Crawley, Sussex

Mulbarton

279

—

Copthorne

2232/3

—

2735

2508

335

9}
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*Brixham Cheshire Home, 33 Gillard Road, Brixham, Devon

’Hertfordshire Cheshire Home, St. John’s Road, Hitchin
Sandbach

2566

——

The Hill, Sandbach, Cheshire

Holme Lodge, Julian Road, West Bridgford, Nottingham, N62 SAQ

Nottingham

89002

—

Honresfeld, Blackstone Edge Road, Littleborough, Lancashire

Littleborough

78627

—

—

78065

Hovenden House, Fleet, Spalding, Lincolnshire

Holbeach

3037

Kenmore, 100 Whitcliffe Road, Cleckheaton, Yorkshire

Cleckheaton

2904

—

2724

Lake District Cheshire Home, Holehird, Windermere, Westmorland

Windermere

2500

—

387

364

-—-

229

Le Court, Liss, Hampshire

Blackmoor

Llanhennock Cheshire Home, Llanhennock, Caerleon, Monmouth, NP6 1LT

Caerleon

545

-—

676

Marske Hall, Tees—side Cheshire Home, Marskle-by-the-Sea, Redcar, Yorkshire

Redcar

2672

—

Matlen Hall, Northumberland Cheshire Home, Matfen, Northumberland
Mayﬁeld House, 107 East Trinity Road, Edinburgh, EH5 3PT

Stamfordham
Granton

2037

——-

Sheffield

367936

—

Mickley Hall, Mickley Lane, Totley, Sheffield, Yorkshire, S17 4HE
Mote House, Mote Park, Maidstone, Kent

Maidstone

North Lancashire Leonard Cheshire Home, Oaklands, Dimples Lane,.Garstang, Lancs.

Garstang

Oxfordshire Cheshire Home, Greenhill House, Twyford, Banbury, Oxon.
St. Anthony's. West Midland Cheshire Home, Stourbridge Road, Wolverhampton, Staffs.
St. Bridget’s, The Street, East Preston, Littlehampton, Sussex

Adderbury
Wombourn
Rustington

St. Teresa's, Long Rock, Penzance, Cornwall

—

2290

—

38417

679

—

3056

—

2060

‘

3988

—

70755

—

7179

Axbridge

358

—

Marazion

336

—

365

345

—

463

31138

—

Seven Rivers, Great Bromley, Colchester, Essex
Ardleigh
Seven Springs, Pembury Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent
Tunbridge Wells
South-West Lancashire Cheshire Home, Springwood House, Springwood Ave., Liverpool 25 Garston
Spofforth Hall, Harrogate, Yorkshire
Spofforth
Staunton Harold, Ashby-de-la—Zouch, Leicestershire, LE6 5RT

37911

4157 ,

01-460 8377

St. Cecilia's, Sundridge Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR1 2P2
St. Michaels, Axbridge, Somerset

Tel. Nos.
Office Residents
212 —
383

7345

—

284

—

Melbourne

2571

—

Stonecroft House, Barnetby, Lincolnshire

Kirmington

244

—

West Surrey Home, Clock Barn Lane, Hydon Heath, Godalming, Surrey

Hascombe

383

—

White Windows, Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire

Halifax

31981

—

5400
287 ‘
2387

321—73

Mental Rehabilitation Hostels

Miraflores, 154 Worple Road, Wimbledon, S.W.20

Gaywood, 30 The Down, Wimbledon, S.W.20
Nicholas House, 3 Old Nichol Street, Bethnal Green, London, E2

01-946 5058

—

01-946 9493

—

01-739 5156

—

9298

Homes for Mentally Handicapped Children

Hawthorn Lodge, Hawthorn Road, Dorchester, Dorset
The Green, Christleton, near Chester

Dorchester
Chester

1403
35503

—
——

Overseas Homes
Secretary: Mrs. B. Bell, 5 Market Mews, London, W1Y 8HP Tel: 01-499 2267
CANADA Saskatoon Steering Committee: Dr. John Owen.
CEYLON Chairman: Sir Richard Aluwihare, K.C.M.G., C.B.E.

Cheshire Home, Mt. Lavinia.
Cheshire Home, Wester Seaton Farm, Negombo.
CHILE Chairman: Mr. Revel Dick
Fundacion Hogares Cheshire De La Esperanza, Casilla 3337, Santiago.
EIRE Chairman: The Hon. Conor A. Maguire.
Ardeen, Shillelagh, Co, Wicklow. Tel: Shillelagh 8
Barrett Cheshire Home, 21 Herbert Street, Dublin. Tel: Dublin 62883
Rathfredagh House, Newcastle West, Co. Limerick.
St. Laurence Cheshire Home, Nr. Dunkettle, Cork.

St. Patrick's Cheshire Home, Tullow, Co. Carlow.
ETHIOPIA Chairman: Ato Desta Girma.
Cheshire Home, P».O.B. 3427, Addis Ababa.
CM
HOLY LAND Chairman: Mr. Judeh S. Arai.
Cheshire Home, Babiskak Street, P.O. Box 100, Bethelehem.
C
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Overseas Homes (continued)
HONG KONG Chairman: Mr. K. S. Lo.

cheshire Home, Chung Hom Kok, Nr. Stanley.
(NDIA Chairman: Major—General Virendra Singh

Managing Trustee: J. A, K. Martyn, O.B.E.

ofﬁce: 534 Raja Basantaroy Road, Calcutta, 29.
cheshire Home, Rustam Bagh Estate, H.A.L. Main Road, Domlur, Bangalore, 17.
cheshire Home, opp. Buddhev Colony, Kareli Baug, Baroda.

Bethlehem House, Cheshire Home, Andheri, Bombay, 69.
cheshire Home, Burnpur. (Lt—Col. Kak, 3 The Ridge, Burnpur).

C

shanti Rani House, 13 Upper Strand Road, Serampore (nr. Calcutta), W. Bengal.
Cheshire Home, Coimbatore. (Major R. S. Roa, Shri Rama Krishna Nursing Home, R. S. Puram, Coimbatore).
Govind Bhawan, 16 Pritam Road, Dehra Dun, U.P.
Banarsidas Chandiwala Swasthya Sadan, Kalkaji, New Delhi.

Rustomji P. Patel Cheshire Home, Sundernager, Jamshedpur, nr. Tatanager, Bihar.

C

Vishranthi lllam, Katpadi Township (North Arcot), Madras State.

L

Anbu Nilayam, Covelong, Chingleput Dt., Madras.
Cheshire Home, Kankanady, Mangalore, 1.

*Cheshire Home, Meathmarg, Ranchi (LL-Col. Kak, 3 The Ridge, Burnpur.)
Cheshire Home, Bishop's Compound, Poona, 1.
KENYA Chairman: Air-Marshal Sir Francis Fressanges, K.B.E., C.B.

Likoni Cheshire Home, P.0. Box 6038, Mombasa.
Amani—Cheshire Home, PO. Box 8552, Lenana Road, Kilimani, Nairobi.

MALAYSIA and SINGAPORE Chairman: The Hon. Mr. Justice Tan Ah Tah.
Registered Office. 103 Chulia Street, Singapore 1.

Johore Cheshire Home, Jalan Larkin, Johore Bahru.
*Cheshire Home, Kuching, Sarawak. (Mr. Alan Lim, P.O. Box 200, Kuching.)
Rumah 'Amal Cheshire, 7‘; Mile lpoh Road, Batu Caves, Kuala Lumpur, Selangor.
Cheshire Home, 90 Nicholl Drive, Telok Paku, Singapore, 17.
MAURITIUS Chairman: Mr. L. Epsitalier Noel.
c
Tamarin, Cheshire Home, Floreal.

MOROCCO Patron: H. E. The Princess Lalla Fatima

Chairman: Mme. J. M. Cherifa d'Ouezzane.
O

Foyer Koutoubia, Parvis de la Koutoubia, Marrakesh.
Dar el Hanaa, 3 Place des Aloes, Marshan, Tangier.

Cheshire Home, Enugu.
Oluyole Cheshire Home, PO. Box 1425, Ibadan.

91 Agega Motor Road, Mushin, Lagos.
Obiomo Cheshire Home, 6 Onwenu Street, Port Harcourt. (Destroyed in bombing)

OOOO

NIGERIA Chairman: Federal Chief Justice Sir Adetokunbo Ademola.

PAPUA & NEW GUINEA Chairman: P. Chatterton, Esq.
CM
Cheshire Home, P.O. Box 1306, Boroko, via Port Moresby.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
The Philippine Cheshire Home, Inc., 84 Congressional Road, Project 8, Quezon City.

PORTUGAL Chairman: Sr. Joao Guades de Sousa.
Lares Cheshire em Portugal, Patio de Lencastre No. 4, Lisbon, 4.
SIERRA LEONE Chairman: The Hon. Banja Tejan Sie.
C
Sir Milton Cheshire Home, PO. Box 128, Bo.

c
Cheshire Home, PO. Box 916, Freetown.

—
SOUTH AFRICA
Queensburgh Cheshire Home, 890 Main Road, Moseley, Natal.

Fairhaven Cheshire Home, 1 Baden Powell Drive, Muizenberg, Cape Province, South Africa.
*Cheshire Home, P.0. Box 3088, Port Elizabeth, Eastern Province.
SPAIN Chairman: Dr. M. Supervia Flamiz.
Hogar de la Amistad, Las Planas, Barcelona, Spain.

THAILAND Chairman: Mrs. Alma Link.
Cheshire Home, c/o 25 Chitlom Lane, Bangkok.
UGANDA
,

*Cheshire Home, Naguru, Kampala, Buganda. Chairman: Dr. Kanyerezi.

g ‘

*Nadiope Cheshire Home, Mbirizi, Busoga Province (W. V. Chadwick, Esq., P.O. Box 408, Jinja).

‘

C

*Cheshire Home, Tororo. (Alan Walker, Esq., P.O. Box 223, Tororo.)

C

WEST INDIES
*Cheshire Home, Jamaica. (Felix Fox, O.B.E., P.O. Box 271, Kingston.)
Cheshire Home, St. Andrews Gardens, San Fernando, Trinidad and Tobago.
* Homes in preparation.

C For crippled children.

CM For mental-retarded children.

L For burnt-out leprosy cases suffering from consequent disabilities. '

Overseas Homes are generally known by the names shown in bold letters.

3 Missionaries of Charity
Mother Teresa was born in Albania in
1910. In 1928 she came to Calcutta to
join the Loretto teaching order. Here she

1

Church she founded a new congregation,

dying, many schools, and has now
spread to Ceylon, Tanzania, Italy,

the Missionaries of Charity, dedicated to
the service of the poorest and most
abandoned. Today her Order, which

remained for 20 years until the call came
to devote her life to the poor and
destitute. So with the permission of the

Australia and Venezuela.
Enquiries to Mother Teresa Committee
(U.K.), c/o 2 Silvermere, Byfleet Road,
Cobham, Surrey.

numbers 470 Sisters and 90 Brothers,
runs 24 Homes in India, mostly for the

Small Advertisements
'

Has anyone in the Homes something to
sell? Or have you any needs you wish
to make known? Why not use this

section?

issue of the magazine. It will convey your
good wishes and explain that a year’s
sub. comes from you as a gift. Post us
a remittance for 7s. 6d. (£1 15. 0d. for

West Surrey Cheshire Home, Clock Barn
Lane, Hydon Heath, Godalming, Surrey

(Tel. Hascombe 383).
The Cheshire Homes need volunteers for

Note to Advertisers. All enquiries,
and matters regarding advertising in

Cheshire Smile to be sent to z The
Secretary, Cheshire Smile, Le Court,
Liss, Hants.

a three-year sub.), and we will do the
rest.

organising fund-raising events, for undertaking transport runs, for working in the
Homes in their spare time—anyone who

Hand made goods of various kinds are

available, or can be ordered, at most of

feels drawn to this kind of work.

the Homes. Why not visit your nearest
Home, and see if there is anything you
would like?

Do you collect Green Shield Stamps?

and Athol House.

An attractive greetings card will be sent

Powered Lawn Mower wanted, 24 in. or
36 in. cutter, with grass box and seat if
possible. Reasonable price will be offered

to anyone you like to name with the next

by needy Home starting up. Contact:

Home (Athol House), and Le Court.

An Ideal Gift ‘

If not, the following Homes could make
good use of them—Heatherley, Le Court,

Do you know you can make a gift of a

year’s subscription to the CHESHIRE
SMILE to your friends or relations?

Spare parts for electric indoor wheelchairs wanted by London Cheshire

Subscription Form
Mr./Mrs./Miss

Annual Hate—7s. 6d. (post free)
Ii you would like to receive the ‘Cheshire
Smile' regularly, please fill in your name and
address below and post this form, with a
remittance for 7s. lid. to The Treasurer, The

(block capitals)

NEW SUBSCRIBER

Strikeout

SUB. RENEWED

what Is not
applicable

I

wish

to

commence

scription with the

a

one/three year subissue

‘Cheshire Smile', Le Court, Liss, Hams.
All cheques, P.0.s, etc., to be made payable
to 'Chashire Smile'
15/3
(MR—Receipts are sent only on request.)

It may be easier for many people to take out a three-year subscription for 213. (post free). Others may ﬁnd it more convenient
to make out a Banker's Order for the remittance to be sent regularly to our bank (Barclays, Petersfield, Hants.) every year
;

without anv bother to themselves.

